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DESIGNING USER ACCEPTANCE TESTING PLAN 
FOR ERP IMPLEMENTATION 
The user acceptance testing (UAT) is one of the success factors in ERP (Enterprise Resource 
Planning) implementation. ERP systems can be very complicated with integrated business 
processes. ERP software is one of the most important business applications in the company. 
Companies carry out business processes with ERP. One of the critical business applications to 
the companies is ERP software. Many ERP implementation projects have failed during the past 
years. One of the most common reasons is the lack of testing. Therefore it is very important to 
carry out UAT during the ERP implementation. 
The study starts with an overview of the company and it was commissioned by SATEL Oy. The 
objective of this study was to examine the theory of the UAT and to design the user acceptance 
testing plan for ERP. The theory section examines ERP implementation and testing principles. 
The main focus area of the theory section is to find out how to design a user acceptance testing 
plan. 
The empirical part consists of designing and implementing the user acceptance plan in SATEL 
Oy. The empirical section introduces SATEL Oy’s ERP project and how the UAT plan was 
designed and implemented in the company. Testing of the business process is introduced as 
well as the testing tools. 
The empirical section introduces what was learned during the project. The results of how the 
plan was designed and what kind of challenges and pitfalls were confronted are also described 
in that section. The second objective of this study is to give an overview of the UAT to the 
companies and to present recommendations. 
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HYVÄKSYMISTESTAUSSUUNNITELMAN 
LUOMINEN ASIAKKAALLE ERP:IN 
KÄYTTÖÖNOTTOA VARTEN 
Hyväksymistestaus on yksi toiminnanohjausjärjestelmän käyttöönoton menestystekijöistä. ERP-
ohjelmistot ovat hyvin monimutkaisia IT-järjestelmiä integroituine liiketoimintaprosesseineen. 
ERP –ohjelmisto on yrityksen yksi tärkeimmistä liiketoimintasovelluksista. Yritykset suorittavat 
liiketoimintaprosessejaan toiminnanohjausohjelmistolla. Useat ERP -käyttöönottoprojektit ovat 
epäonnistuneet viime vuosien aikana. Eräs yleisin syy siihen on testaamisen vähyys. Sen takia 
on hyvin tärkeää suorittaa hyväksymistestaus ERP–projektin yhteydessä. 
Tutkimus alkaa yritysesittelyllä, jonka toimeksiantaja oli SATEL Oy. Tutkimuksen tavoite oli 
tutkia hyväksymistestauksen teoriaa ja luoda yritykselle suunnitelma hyväksymistestausta 
varten teorian pohjalta. Teoriaosassa tutkitaan testauksen ja ERP –järjestelmän käyttöönoton 
periaatteita. Teoriaosuuden pääpainopiste on tutkia, miten luodaan 
hyväksymistestaussuunnitelma. 
Tutkimuksen empiirinen osuus sisältää hyväksymistestaussuunnitelman luomisen ja 
toimeenpanon SATEL Oy:ssä. Empiirinen osuus esittelee yrityksen ERP –projektin ja sen millä 
tavoin suunnitelma luotiin ja otettiin käyttöön yrityksessä. Liiketoimintaprosessien testaus ja 
testaustyökalut esitellään myös tässä osassa. 
Empiriassa esitellään projektin aikana havaitut sudenkuopat ja haasteet sekä suunnitelman 
toteuttaminen. Tarkoituksena on myös antaa muille organisaatiolle yleiskuvaus 
hyväksymistestauksesta ja esittää suosituksia sen tekemiseen. 
ASIASANAT: 
Hyväksymistestaus, UAT, ERP –käyttöönottoprojekti, testaussuunnitelma, testauksen 
johtaminen, testiprosessi, hyväksymistestaussuunnitelma, liiketoimintaprosessin testaus 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Research problem 
In order to complete the ERP project successfully SATEL Oy (later SATEL) 
needs the user acceptance test plan. The main research difficulty of this thesis 
was to design the user acceptance testing plan for ERP implementation. Cur-
rently SATEL does not have the test plan. This thesis concentrates on design-
ing a plan based on the theory of the UAT. The plan is designed by researching 
user acceptance testing from literature, articles and the Internet. The plan will 
be designed based on the theory found in the literature. 
There are limitations in researching this domain area. It has not been widely 
researched. There is very little written literature on the subject, only 3-4 books 
can be found concentrating only on UAT. 
The lack of literature about the UAT has been challenging. It has been difficult 
to collect enough references. To avoid this limitation, different types of methods 
have been used to gain more information on the subject. The Internet and social 
media platforms such as Slideshare, LinkedIn and Twitter have played an im-
portant role in acquiring information, direct contacts to the UAT professionals 
have been made by e-mails and phone calls. How the information was collected 
can be seen in appendix 1. I contacted, via e-mail, Mr. James Windle who has 
years of experience in the field of the UAT. Another challenge has been termi-
nology. Testing terminology is not universally agreed and it is very difficult to 
differentiate terms in the testing domain that applies to the UAT as well (BS-
7925-1 2010). 
1.2  The research method and justification 
The research method used in this thesis is a constructive research. The objec-
tive of constructive research is to find a solution for a real world practical prob-
11 
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lem. Constructive research is based on a theoretical body of knowledge, litera-
ture and information from many sources such as the Internet, articles, journals 
and personal communication. (Lassenius et al. 2001, 3-5.) 
Constructive research is widely used in software engineering and the most used 
methodology in computer sciences. Research is normally divided into basic or 
applied research. Constructive research is applied research. The challenge in 
this method is that must describe well how the plan is implemented in reality. 
(Järvinen 2001, 88.) Constructive research methodology is interesting and im-
portant in the field of software development (Nummenmaa 2007, 2). 
Constructive research can be used when designing a new construction or a 
plan from theoretical framework. The objective is to achieve a practical solution 
to a relevant problem. 
Constructive research process consists of finding practically relevant problem 
and understanding the topic by reading the relevant literature about the subject 
(Seppänen 2004, 10). The key idea in this methodology is construction of new – 
in this case, user acceptance testing plan. (UAT) (Crankovic 2010, 2). 
The issue is how to design a user acceptance testing plan. It is the symptom 
that acts as a construction. It has a practical relevance related to the issue that 
SATEL needs a user acceptance plan. It is based on empirical knowledge of 
creation that offers final benefits as a complete user testing plan. The theory 
connection refers to multiple references such as books, articles, web-links, and 
interviews with the UAT professionals. 
The four elements in a constructive research method are to find practically rele-
vant problem, which has a scientific potential. The general and comprehensive 
knowledge of the subject needs to be obtained and after that a plan, an idea or 
a product can be constructed. After the construction is done the demonstration 
with the solution implementation is essential. In addition, theoretical connections 
and research contribution of the solution should be illustrated. Finally, the ap-
plicability of the solution should be examined. (Kasanen et al. 1993, 246.) The 
building blocks of the constructive research can be seen in below figure 1. 
12 
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Figure 1. Elements of constructive research. (Kasanen et al. 1993, 246). 
This research method poses the challenges of how to prove that the actual user 
acceptance testing plan works in SATEL. The applicability of the solution to 
SATEL is an objective as well. The main research paradigm is constructivism 
with axiological assumption. Research approach is inductive and data collection 
technique is qualitative.  
1.3 SATEL Oy 
SATEL was founded in 1986 by Pekka Aura and two other radio engineers. 
SATEL is a privately owned company by PASATEL Oy. SATEL is a Finnish 
electronics and telecommunications company that specializes in the design, 
manufacturing and global sales and marketing of radio modems for wireless 
data communication and alarm transfer. SATEL is one of the leading radio mo-
dem suppliers in the world, the biggest in Europe, operating through a wide dis-
tributor network. They have 70 distributors and that cover over 100 countries. 
They manufacture about 35 000 radio modems in a year. SATEL headquarters 
are located in Salo. (SATEL Oy 2013) 
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Picture 1. SATEL Oy headquarters are located in Salo. (SATEL Oy 2007). 
 
Head quartered in Salo is management, R&D, production and marketing. 
SATEL’s headquarters can be seen in picture 1. SATEL employs 67 profes-
sionals in total. Employees divided into different organizational levels can be 
seen in below figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. An employee statistics. (SATEL Oy 2012a). 
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Figure 3. SATEL Oy’s organizational chart. 
 
The chart presented in figure 3 describes our executive level organizational 
chart. IT and Finance are supportive organizations to the company and they 
operate under the direct command of the CEO. The CEO, COO, Production 
manager and Purchasing manager form the executive management of the 
company known as the management group. Each business unit has a man-
agement of its own. 
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The operation is divided into three business units. The turnover is around 13 – 
15 million euros and 90 % of the turnover comes from export. Most of the sales 
come from Europe, North and South America and Asia. (Company presentation, 
2012a.) This can be seen in below figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4. Sales geographically in 2011. (SATEL Oy 2012b). 
Our goal is satisfied customers. We strive to achieve only the best service and 
highest quality products. We are continuously developing our products to meet 
market changes and demands. They value healthy business with continuous 
profitable growth while providing a safe work community and enthusiastic per-
sonnel. 
Our financial situation is in excellent shape allowing us easily to have AAA cred-
it rating. We follow one principle “We cannot spend more than we earn.” We 
invest more than 10% of our annual turnover in research and development. 
(SATEL 2012c.) 
Our mission is to provide wireless communication solutions to improve custom-
er’s business. Our vision is to be the most sought after radio network supplier 
globally. 
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1.4 Radio modem products 
The main product line of SATEL, is radio modems. They are divided into these 
following groups smart radio modems, classic radio modems and customer 
specific radio modems. A radio modem is used for transmitting data several kil-
ometers over a wireless connection to another radio modem over point-to-point 
or –multipoint link. A radio modem network is a private network and with no op-
erator costs associated with transferring the data. In addition, radio modem 
networks can use licensed or unlicensed UHF or VHF frequency bands. In table 
1 below comparison between radio modems and competitive technologies can 
be seen. 
Table 1. Differences between competitive technologies (SATEL Oy 2012c) 
 
The operational range of a radio modem varies depending on transmission 
power, antenna gain, mast height, and environment. Radio modems can be 
used in SCADA, factory automation, traffic, GNSS, security, and telemetry ap-
plications. A few of typical applications for a radio modems can be seen in be-
low table 2. 
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Table 2. Application examples for a radio modem. (Short Form Catalogue 
2012d). 
Application Application example 
Traffic Traffic light priority, parking house 
displays, passenger information sys-
tems 
SCADA (water, electricity, gas, oil, 
heat) 
Clean/waste water systems, smart 
grids, oil/gas pipeline control and AMR 
(automated meter reading) 
DGPS Land Survey Construction surveying, machine con-
trol, construction monitoring 
Automation Automated guided vehicles, process 
control, snow gun remote control, irri-
gation systems, M2M 
Fleet management Railways, airports, emergency vehi-
cles 
Sport score service Athletics, orienteering, car / boat rac-
ing 
 
Example: How to use a radio modem 
SATEL radio modems are used at airports. In Bangkok at their local airport, ra-
dio modems handle a LLWAS-system (Low Level Wind shear alert system). 
The system observes inconsistencies in the winds surrounding the airport. Sud-
den wind shears or downdrafts are dangerous to aircraft during take-off or land-
ing. The electricity required for the masts (provided by Vaisala) is obtained from 
solar panels and the data transfer is handled by SATEL radio modems. (SATEL 
Success Stories, 2012e.) 
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1.5 Introduction of the business units 
Operations at SATEL were divided into business units in 2011. Goals of the 
business units are: 
 Efficient management 
 Careful selection of projects based on revenue, project management and 
scheduling of large volume shipments 
 Increasing turnover 
 Constant development of the product lines. 
These are the basic goals and principles for the business units at SATEL. In the 
next chapters activities of the business units are described in further detail. 
(SATEL company note 2011.) 
1.5.1 Radio Modems 
The radio modems business unit is responsible for radio modems. The objective 
of this business unit is to make sure that radio modem products are being up-
dated while having the highest quality. The second objective is to develop busi-
ness to increase turnover. The next objective is to update and develop market-
ing materials which include brochures, web, user guides and other publications 
related to radio modems. Finally, the radio modems business unit takes care of 
the customer feedback in co-operation with the marketing department. (SATEL 
Oy 2012f.) 
1.5.2 Customer specific radio modems 
The customer specific radio modems unit is responsible for OEM business. 
They also must acquire new key customer groups and increase overall sales of 
the company. 
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1.5.3 Radio Data Networks Solutions 
This business unit takes care of large turnkey projects such as BESCOM which 
is worth 10 million USD. This project is in India and it is the biggest project in 
the company’s history. We are providing a data communication system to Ban-
galore city’s electricity infrastructure. SATEL Radio Data Network Solutions 
business unit has two main functions, first to ensure the success of the Indian 
project and secondly, to identify other projects such as this Indian project glob-
ally. 
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2 ERP IMPLEMENTATION 
2.1 The ERP implementation phases 
The ERP implementation consists of few phases. The ERP project begins from 
the customer specifying the requirement. The next phase is design and devel-
opment done by the developers. After this phase the customer carries out user 
acceptance testing. The last phase of the ERP implementation is deployment 
and maintenance. This phase will be carried out together with the customer and 
the ERP consultants. 
The ERP implementation methodologies differ from each other in different ERP 
systems. In figures 5 and 6 below are two examples from Microsoft and SAP. In 
my opinion, although different methodologies have their own approaches, they 
will use their own terminology for implementation. The objective is the same in 
both approaches, to have implementation successfully completed. 
 
Figure 5. The ERP implementation phases in Microsoft’s Sure Step 
methodology. (Microsoft 2010, 1). 
 
Figure 6. SAP Implementation phases. (Kawalek & Harper 2002, 17). 
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It is ideal to have user involvement in nearly all phases of the ERP project. This 
would indicate that every effort has made in the diagnostic, analysis and design 
phases of the ERP project. (Kawalek & Harper 2002, 14.) These early phases 
require much user participation. 
This thesis is focusing on user acceptance testing but it is important to know the 
different phases of the ERP project. User participation in the ERP implementa-
tion is key to a successful ERP project. (Kawalek & Harper 2002, 19.) The user 
acceptance testing is a vital phase before deployment of the new ERP. 
 
Figure 7. An Ideal user involvement in phases of the ERP project. (Cimberman 
2007, 10). 
Figure 7 above outlines an ideal user participation in the ERP project from defi-
nition to deployment and maintenance. The figure informs that the user ac-
ceptance testing requires high user participation from the start of the ERP pro-
ject to the end. (Cimberman 2007, 10.) 
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2.2 Reasons for ERP implementation 
There are many reasons for organizations to implement the ERP project. 
Changes or growth of business, changes in external environment, escalating 
weaknesses of the current system or withdrawal of hardware and system soft-
ware support (Windle 2010, 11). 
ERP software has a certain lifecycle. A system is born, matures, degrades and 
dies. This is called the lifecycle of an IT system. Figure 8 below illustrates the 
lifecycle of an IT system (Windle 2010, 11). 
 
 
Figure 8. The ERP lifecycle. (Windle 2010, 11). 
The ERP project begins when a business considers the viability, costs and ben-
efits of a replacement system. This phase usually includes comparison between 
different types of ERP systems on the market and their suitability for the organi-
zation. 
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Fit-gap analysis or feasibility study determines whether a project is viable or not. 
It considers alternative ways of meeting requirements. In commercial cases 
such as ERP implementation, the return on investment plays an important role. 
(Windle 2010, 13.) 
Before the ERP software is chosen, fulfilling the organizations definition and 
requirements, analysis is needed. The user-level involvement is usually high in 
the requirement analysis phase (Cimberman 2007, 9). After requirement analy-
sis is done ERP supplier starts designing and coding phases where the re-
quirements are turned into functionalities in a new ERP system. This can be 
seen in figure 9. 
 
Figure 9. The steps in the ERP -software development. (Windle 2010, 12). 
ERP supplier develops the system according to the customer requirements. 
They also provide various types of testing such as unit testing, integration test-
ing and system testing. After a supplier has developed the system to a testable 
level UAT can be done. After a successful UAT deployment starts. This can be 
seen in figure 10 below. 
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Figure 10. The UAT timing during the ERP implementation project. (Bordo 
2010, slide 8). 
The customer verifies that the requirements are met and the system is working 
accordingly. Actually the UAT is performed from the initiation to the deployment 
of the ERP system. 
2.3 Success factors and challenges in the ERP implementation 
There are many challenges in the ERP implementation project. The ERP im-
plementation usually starts from the business requirements or the current sys-
tem is obsolete and needs to be replaced by a new system.  
One of the success factors of the ERP implementation project is management’s 
commitment and support. The ERP implementations require key business pro-
cess owners to have a clear vision of how the business functions is conducted 
in the company in order to serve and satisfy the customers. Abbaszadeh et al. 
2010, 82.) 
The main objective in the ERP implementation is to change management of day 
to day business. The business processes should be changed that in a way that 
fits the new ERP system at cost saving growth to the company. (Abbaszadeh et 
al. 2010, 82.) 
It’s not always wise to try to fit every business process in the new ERP if it re-
quires tremendous tailoring. Tailoring raises the cost of the ERP software and 
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increases maintenance costs as well. On the other hand some tailored features 
could be better than what the new ERP provides. Tailoring could bring competi-
tive benefits over the competitors and tailor-made features could be better than 
generic ERP functionality (Kawalek & Harper 2002). 
Re-engineering business processes is a key element for measuring benefits 
between generic ERP processes and tailor-made functionalities. Re-
engineering business processes focuses in gaining significant improvements in 
cost, quality and service (Abbaszadeh et al. 2010, 83). 
Using a consultant during the ERP implementation could be a good option. 
They may have required experiences in specific field (Abbaszadeh et al. 2010, 
83). However the business owners may have required expertise in specific field, 
so that there is no need for business consultants at all (Kawalek & Harper 
2002). 
Communication is very important between business and IT personnel. This is 
the most challenging and difficult task in the ERP implementation (Abbaszadeh 
et al. 2010, 83). 
Project management and training are crucial success factors. Project manage-
ment oversees scheduling coordination, and use of skills and knowledge. Pro-
ject management ensures that objectives during implementation are achieved 
by monitoring all activities. Successful ERP implementation requires excellent 
project management. Everyone who uses the ERP system needs to be well 
trained. Training will increase the success of the ERP implementation (Ab-
baszadeh et al. 2010, 83). The UAT is part of the crucial success factors in any 
ERP implementation project as well. 
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3 DESIGING THE USER ACCEPTANCE TESTING 
3.1 What is testing? 
IEEE90 defines the testing with following paragraph:  
“The process of operating a system or component under specified conditions, observing or re-
cording the results, and making an evaluation of some aspect of the system or component” 
(IEEE90 1990, 76). 
Testing will ensure that the target of test works as expected and it will ensure 
quality of the software. The most important item for successful testing is the 
provider’s willingness to see defects. Testing is an investment that brings quality 
knowledge (Pyhäjärvi 2012, 8). 
Buildings up complex systems require various people. Individually they don’t 
have some information, but collectively enough for a full system. Testing pro-
vides important feedback, because defects transferred to production without 
testing can be very expensive to fix later. The company could lose its reputation 
with such defects. (Pyhäjärvi 2012, 9.) Testing is the most critical phase in an 
ERP implementation project and only few are planning it properly (Niemi 2006, 
28). 
The objective during the software development is to produce high quality soft-
ware which only comes by testing. Most of the test scenarios during this phase 
are done from the developer’s viewpoint. The UAT differs from typical test sce-
narios by putting the user in charge and by doing the UAT it is possible to have 
the user’s point of view in the software quality. (Leung et al. 1997, 137.) 
3.2 What is user acceptance testing? 
This focuses only on user acceptance testing (UAT). It plays a key role when 
the customer accepts a new system “going live”. Without the UAT the risk that 
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the ERP implementation could fail is high. Therefore it is important to do the 
user acceptance testing according to a detailed plan. 
 
Figure 11. The components of user acceptance testing. (Windle 2010, 1). 
Figure 11 above illustrates how the user acceptance testing is designed from 
the beginning. This figure gives an overview of what type of items that are 
sought after in designing the user acceptance testing. The supplier is on the left 
side of the figure and the supplier is responsible for functional and design speci-
fications. The customer is on the right side of the figure. The requirement speci-
fications are done from the customer’s needs based on their business require-
ments. The specifications provide a great deal of information to the supplier’s 
functional specification as well as the design specification. 
The customer’s requirements are grouped into an acceptance criteria catalogue 
or they can be grouped in some other method as well. The acceptance criteria 
catalogue contains all the user requirements. This will give them input in the test 
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portfolio. The test portfolio contains a grouped customer requirements in the 
same domain area, such as sales order handling. 
This will eventually lead to the acceptance testing when the user acceptance 
plan is created. This is based on the user requirements and they have been 
sorted into smaller requirement groups. The acceptance testing produces quali-
fied information to the supplier. With the help of this information the supplier can 
then base the deliverables or new testable versions to the customer. (Windle 
2010, 5.) 
It is important to understand what user acceptance testing is and is not. Here is 
the one definition of what user acceptance testing (UAT) is:  
“UAT validates that users can perform their jobs using the new modified system and that re-
quirements were given, documented, interpreted, designed and developed correctly” (Cimber-
man 2007, 8). 
The UAT focuses on real business processes and suitability of the system 
based on real user scenarios. The UAT is done always before “going live”. The 
user is a key. The users will accept or reject the system. The UAT is done by 
core business users and they will indicate if they are satisfied and the system 
meets their requirements (Kusiak 2010, 4). The UAT is the most important test 
in the software development field (Leung et al. 2007, 1). 
According to Pyhäjärvi, acceptance tests are misnamed due to the fact you 
don’t know when you’re done when they pass; you know that you’re not done 
when they fail. They should be rightfully named “rejection tests”. (Pyhäjärvi 
2012, 10.) 
User acceptance testing is based on the understanding of the user’s require-
ments. How the system works and how it is supposed to work. Customer should 
know what they want. A customer can only decide what expectation has to be 
met. (Windle 2010, 4.)  
Acceptance testing is designed and performed by the customer. Acceptance 
testing could be done on behalf of the customer but this is not recommended. 
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Outsourcing the acceptance testing requires good documentation and very 
good communication between customer and outsourcing party. (Windle 2010, 
24.) 
User acceptance testing is always performed by the business. UAT includes 
business process testing, business scenario testing and high risk transactional 
testing. (Kohlman 2011, 13.) Testing always takes time and you should reserve 
enough time for planning and executing the user acceptance tests. In a citation 
below this is stated well. 
“The inexcusable mistake in acceptance testing is to spend time and resources performing test 
and then fail, for whatever reason, to evaluate the results” (Windle 2010, 16). 
3.2.1 Importance of user acceptance testing 
There are some important reasons as to why testing should be ranked as top 
priority at the start of the ERP implementation. For most businesses if IT stops, 
the business stops. Business goes live during the ERP implementation. It is a 
culmination of time, effort, resources and finance. Business users either accept 
or reject the system, so it is crucial to get business users involved in the UAT 
(Kusiak 2010, 1). 
Implementation of new the ERP software is always critical for business. There-
fore you have to concentrate on user acceptance testing and keep focused on 
the testing issues. A serious risk of the UAT failure could be a severe conse-
quence from incomplete or rushed testing. This could put companies out of 
business (Kusiak, 2010, 4). 
Poor testing can cause mission failures, significantly impact operational perfor-
mance, reliability issues and raise costs to an unexpected level. On the other 
hand a good testing plan is a major project cost. You can make testing efficient. 
Make time for planning and organize testing properly. A good testing plan forces 
you to deal with problems as they arise. With a systematic testing plan the cost 
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of rework and fixes are much lower. (Kohlman 2011, 150.) The importance of 
the UAT can be narrowed in one citation: 
“Testing is insurance, many have learnt the hard way” (Kohlman 2011, 180). 
The importance of UAT is to look at the entire picture. Things will be complicat-
ed if there are two or more suppliers and they are responsible for part of the 
system. The UAT finds only bugs or defects – it does not define who is respon-
sible for the cost of fixing them. (J Windle 2012, pers. comm. 14 May.) 
The UAT can be seen as simulation of the “going live” phase. It tries to reduce 
the risks related to it. The UAT plan needs to be a written plan. Issues that have 
been found during the UAT will mean fewer issues that have to be solved after 
“going live”. Testing needs to be planned and the defects need to be recorded 
when they have been found. (Roys 2008.) 
The main objectives of UAT are to prove the selected software is suitable for its 
purpose. The customer can accept the work done by the ERP provider and the 
invoice can be paid to the provider of the system. (Munawar 2011.) 
In addition, the objective is to catch bugs in the system during the warranty 
time. The provider is responsible for fixing bugs in the system and the business 
users’ work with the new system can be productive from the beginning of pro-
duction use. (Vuori 2010, 5-6.) 
3.2.2 V-model in user acceptance testing 
The most used lifecycle model in software testing is the V - model. This model 
maps each development phase to a particular testing phase. This model was 
developed for the clear and distinct hands-offs between different phases of the 
project. It also informs who does what at each different testing phase. (Kusiak 
2010, 5.) 
Figure 12 illustrates that analysts and business users specify the requirement 
and need to take responsibility for the acceptance testing. It validates that the 
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user requirements have been met. Acceptance testing is concerned with what 
the system does. (Kusiak 2010, 5.) 
Analysts, users and designers convert the requirements into logical high level 
design and they are responsible for specifying system testing. System testing 
validates that the system meets system requirements and design. 
Software designers and architects specify how the system will be constructed in 
physical terms. Integration testing ensures that the units comprising the system 
integrate together into a successful working unit. Integration testing is also 
sometimes called as “link testing” or “end-to-end testing”, or “flow-through test-
ing”. (Cimberman 2007, 8.) This phase is called low level design as well. 
Programmers work from the specifications that are produced by the designers. 
Designers have done their test and now programmers will ensure that individual 
components meet program specifications. This testing validates that code works 
as designed (Windle 2010, 23). 
 
Figure 12. The V-model in software testing. (Black 2009, 501). 
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Software testing consists of unit testing, integration testing, system testing and 
user acceptance testing. Testing strategies in the V-model from unit to system 
testing are for the developers. Testing is a continuous process which carries on 
until the system is fit for their purpose or closely matching required goals. (Bor-
do 2010, slide 7.) 
Exhaustive requirements and an IT system that meets perfection is impossible 
to do. This is why you should plan and design testing, perform it according to 
the plan and review the results you will learn from feedback. This process will 
continue until the result is adequate. (UAT process 2008, 4.) The PDCA pro-
cess can be seen in figure 13 below.  
 
Figure 13. The iterative testing process (Windle 2010, 21) 
This is an iterative approach and consists of requirements, analysis, design, 
implementation and testing phases. Each of these has to be completed before 
the next phase can start. This is the waterfall model in SDLC. (Kohlman 2011, 
5-6.) 
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3.2.3 What to test? 
This question is important because it defines the objects that are needed for 
planning the UAT. For planning you need documentation, business require-
ments, functional requirements, business processes, workflows, transactions 
and the software. All these elements must be considered when placing the 
question “what to test?”. Also analyzing what to test is done based on these 
documents. 
If the outcome is immaterial you should not expend time and effort. You should 
always ask “What if the requirements are not met?” also “What is the impact of 
not fixing it?” (Windle 2010, 6). 
It is impossible to test every possible issue in each business system. The most 
important functionalities to be tested are business functions. Business users 
have to have the knowledge and understanding of their business processes. 
They will accept or reject the system if the answer to the question “what to test” 
fails. They have to live with those consequences. (Kusiak, 2010, 2.) 
According to Black you can’t test it all. You should question yourself what must 
be tested. Selecting what to test is sometimes a very hard choice but under 
those circumstances you should consult a test stakeholder as well as the test 
team (Black 2009, 135). 
3.2.4 Why is it important to test? 
The IT systems such as an ERP system, is a very complex software. Testing 
confirms that the requirements have been met. The primary reason for testing is 
to find bugs or defects. This is widely accepted wisdom in the testing industry 
(Kaner 2004, 4). 
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The reasons for testing are as follows:  
 To ensure you are receiving what you asked for 
 To protect you from accident or financial loss 
 To identify defects with the aim of eliminating them 
 To be able to negotiate when it comes to identified defects that can’t be re-
solved 
 To demonstrate the correct action after defects have been resolved 
 To establish or verify the scope and limitations of what is being accepted 
 To foster confidence in what is being accepted 
 To become aware of limitations in the functionality. (Windle 2010, 5.) 
 
You have to keep in mind that there are serious consequences of a defective 
system. The risks are related to loss of revenue or profit. These are obvious 
results of defects:  
 The loss of business 
 Damage to equipment because of a malfunction 
 Bad publicity 
 Training overhead 
 Unnecessary clerical work 
 Cost of corrections. (Windle 2010, 5.) 
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Figure 14. The steps in UAT. (Software testing help 2012). 
Figure 14 above illustrates the steps in the UAT planning. The UAT actually be-
gins with a test strategy. The UAT manager needs to decide what is the test 
strategy, schedule and resources. Test strategy also affects the delivery phase 
because the UAT is done just before delivery. The next step is to test develop-
ment. It consists of test plans and test scripts (business scenario test cases). 
Test execution includes defects, reports, and metrics. The defect management 
consists of defect tracking and verification. Defect management takes care of 
testing tools such as the defect tracking system and screen capture tools. The 
delivery phase includes the UAT plan with verification and testing strategy. This 
step could be affected because a chosen strategy will dictate how the UAT is 
done in the delivery phase. (Software testing help 2012.) 
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3.3 Acceptance criteria catalogue 
A common nominator in the UAT designing phase is the acceptance criteria 
catalogue (Wikipedia 2013). The acceptance criteria are needed for sorting the 
relevant requirements into groups. The result of this procedure is an acceptance 
criteria catalogue. 
The acceptance criteria catalogue is a comprehensive list made from the re-
quirement specification document. It consists of all the requirements together 
with group identifiers. The requirements are grouped in to their own similar do-
main area.  
When user acceptance testing is designed, the acceptance criteria catalogue 
will play an important role. Acceptance criteria are based on different types of 
documents such as requirement and functional specification. These are called 
sources for acceptance criteria catalogue. The functionality of the old ERP sys-
tem is one possible source for acceptance criteria. The customer’s task is to 
create an acceptance criteria catalogue from the requirement specification doc-
umentation. (Windle 2010, 34.) 
Collecting criteria is a fast process when the sources for the acceptance criteria 
have been identified. The objective is to write one subsection for each require-
ment. (Windle 2010, 35.) 
This acceptance criteria catalogue can be done, for example, with an Excel 
sheet. The acceptance criteria catalogue is used for sorting all requirements in 
the right order for the test script. The acceptance criteria catalogue consists of a 
group and requirement identifiers, criterions, test steps and description of crite-
rions. This can be seen in appendix 2. 
In my opinion without an acceptance criteria catalogue or similar document the 
design of the UAT is nearly impossible. There will be so many requirements in 
the beginning. This method will help to avoid the problem of not missing any 
requirements. 
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3.4 Designing the test cases for UAT and testing techniques 
Test case design is created with the business process owners in the designing 
phase after the acceptance criteria catalogue. Involving the business users in 
this phase is key for the UAT to be successful. The business users have inputs, 
while the UAT manager writes the test cases. (Rice 2009.) All test cases need 
to be documented and a good test case will find the defect. When the tests are 
successful they will reveal a defect (Kohlman 2011, 233). 
The testing technique of how to input data to the system needs to be decided 
well before designing the test cases. There are positive and negative testing 
techniques. It is assumed that a system works as planned when valid data is 
input by the tester in positive testing technique. The basic idea of this technique 
is that the developer of the system has coded the functionalities to work suc-
cessfully and the system does with it is supposed to do. 
The negative testing technique is opposite of the positive. In the negative test 
invalid data is provided to the system. The negative testing technique tries to 
ensure that the system does not do anything it is not supposed to do. (Nyman 
2002.) 
Test cases can be divided into two categories. An individual test case checks a 
single requirement from the requirement specification. This is called specifica-
tion based test case. The business scenario test case checks a complete pro-
cess. It is called business scenario based test case. (Kaner 2003, 8.) An indi-
vidual test case can be just one requirement in the acceptance criteria cata-
logue. In addition, fulfilling the user requirements in specifications does not 
guarantee a success (Mak 2009, 1). The tests need to be based on real-world 
examples. The business scenario test case tries to tackle this challenge. If the 
tests are not based on real world examples such as the sales order process, the 
point of the UAT is missed completely. 
The requirement is verified by the individual test cases. Test business scenar-
io’s that are used for validating the company’s business processes. Validations 
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by the business test cases are needed. This could be because requirements 
are not necessarily completed or business users that have participated in the 
workshops have not understood how to explain all requirements or they have 
assumed that it is obvious that the system behaves in a certain way. (Rice 
2009.)  
Test cases need entry and exit conditions. Entry conditions give an introduction 
to the test case. The tester knows what they are trying to achieve in the test 
case. In addition, exit conditions are expected results. They provide information 
to the tester what is the expected result. The tester needs to verify that entry 
and exit conditions of the test case are met. (Vyavhare 2012.) An example of 
the individual test case and its entry and exit conditions can be seen in appen-
dix 3. 
3.5 Test execution 
The test execution is a phase in the UAT which is done after the acceptance 
criteria catalogue and test cases have been created. The entry and exit condi-
tions have test steps in place. In addition, the test team has agreed that the test 
plan meets the requirements of the business users.  
The test environment, defect reporting system and testing tools such as screen 
capture software are set and running. Test execution begins with the “smoke 
test”. By doing the smoke test the testers try to ensure that the most important 
areas of the program will work. Smoke testing must pass before further testing 
commences. Smoke tests are typically simple tests such as the logging into the 
system with the user credentials is working. (Rouse 2006.) 
The test execution can be started after the smoke test is passed successfully. 
Test cases, such as sales order handling. Various tests are run, results are be-
ing checked and possible defects are to be reported in the defect reporting sys-
tem. Testing is usually performed till progress can’t proceed until supplier sup-
plies new deliverable. (The software quality institute 2007, 1.) 
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Testing can be continued after the developers have released a new deliverable. 
At this point the testers have to ensure that all the defects in the previous re-
lease have been resolved in the latest release. Performing all tests that were 
not run before due to critical defects should run now. In addition, the testers 
need to do regression testing on the latest release. The regression testing con-
firms that the changed code has not negatively affected any features of the pro-
gram. Regression testing ensures that the program or features behaves as it 
should. (Guru99 2012.) 
 When the tests are successfully completed, results are accepted by the testers 
and the tests are signed by the process owners. The test execution is an itera-
tive process, it continues as long as defects are found and stops when the sys-
tem is at an acceptable level by the process owners. (Windle 2010, 63.) 
The UAT before “going live” is typically 1 – 2 days long. That particular period 
should be reserved only for testing. This phase should not be an error –fixing 
session. (Pyhäjärvi 2012, 68.) 
3.5.1 What is a defect? 
A defect is an error, problem or incident that is found in the application which 
prevents the tester from executing a function which is required to happen in the 
test case or during the process. A defect can happen if the tester observes that 
the expected results in the test case does not match the requirement. (Reddy 
2012.) 
From the above description, defects can have many variations. Defects can be 
divided into five subcategories. Those categories are illustrated in figure 15 be-
low. 
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Software defects
Bugs in code Flaws in design Behavioral   anomalies Errors and faults Vulnerabilities
 
Figure 15. The software defects categories. (Paul 2011, 354). 
Defects can be bugs in the code. It is executed in the system when it fails to do 
what it should. There can be flaws in the software design or human error which 
is causing the defect. In addition, errors, faults and vulnerabilities of the soft-
ware are classified as defects. (Kohlman 2011, 246.) 
The objective of defect reporting is that they are noticed by the system develop-
ers or system providers. They are reported and tracked by the defect tracking 
system. Reporting of the defects has to be very precise and detailed. For ex-
ample “this is not working” is not a good defect report. (Paul 2011, 354.) 
3.5.2 Handling defects 
The lifecycle of a defect starts when a new defect is found. The defect will be 
reported into the reporting system. Developers should resolve the defect and it 
will be closed after resolution. This can be seen in figure 16 below. This is a 
very simple model of the defect lifecycle. A defect includes a lot of information 
about the incident for defect tracking purposes. 
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New defect is found
Open defect is  
reported to defect 
reporting system
A defect is resolved 
defect
The defect is closed 
after resolution
 
Figure 16. The lifecycle of a defect. (Windle 2010, 77). 
Managing defects can happen with the defect tracking system. The following 
information is mandatory for the defect reporting to be an effective. A defect 
consists of following crucial information: 
 Defect identifier 
 Title of the defect 
 Description of the defect 
 Expected results 
 Priority 
 Severity classification 
 Version 
 Attachments. 
The defect identifier is a unique number or an identifier. The defect can be 
tracked with this identifier easily from the defect tracking system. The title of the 
defect should be concise and clear. Description of the defect –field should have 
detailed and precise information about the defect itself, the steps that lead to 
the incident. 
In the defect description the expected results should be mentioned, it is easier 
for the developer to understand what is supposed to happen. This ensures no 
guessing games are needed. (Paul 2011, 355.) 
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The priority and severity classification are needed for the developers. Placing 
priority can identify how urgent this defect is for the system under testing. Se-
verity can tell if the defect is major which prevents the business use or is it mi-
nor which does not prevent use of the system. The version is needed for track-
ing the defect, for example the defect was reported in version 0.1.1 and it is 
fixed in version 0.2.1. (Kohlman 2011, 250.) 
When the defects are reported to the tracking system. It is good advice to add a 
screenshot or other relevant documentation relating to the defect. This could be 
very helpful for the developers who are trying to fix the reported defect. (Paul 
2011, 355.) 
All the defects that have been transferred to the production environment could 
be very expensive for company. Also the company could lose its reputation if 
the defect is found in the production environment. Handlings of defects are the 
important part of the UAT process. The objective of testing is to use the system 
as it would be used in a real environment. (Pyhäjärvi 2012, 13.) 
3.6 The sign-off 
The sign-off is done when the UAT is successfully completed. The sign-off is 
the final step in the UAT process. The sign-off documentation is the formal doc-
ument for going live or not going live with the new ERP system. The document 
is signed by the person who is representing the ERP users and has the authori-
ty to do it. (Paul 2011, 354.) 
The sign off is done for all the test cases and business test scenario test cases. 
The signed document is the verification that the system meets the user’s re-
quirements and is able to run company’s daily business. The responsibility of 
the defects in the software does not end with this document. This document is 
to use to give permission to go or not go into the deployment phase. The sign 
off can be launched for example on following reasons 
 The project deadline is reached 
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 The budget for testing is exceeded 
 There is no point to continue testing, the system is tested enough to fit its 
purpose. (Windle 2010, 89.) 
 
The decision to “going live” –phase is usually done in the steering group meet-
ings with the company’s executives. The decision for “going live” must be based 
on facts. The signed test cases can help the executives to make the decision. 
They must have all the documentation available, for example the test results, 
known problems, outstanding issues and possible workarounds. The UAT man-
ager representing the UAT team has the most influence and the most important 
issue is the business process testing results. (Cimberman 2007, 29.) 
After sign off, the ERP system is ready for deployment. There are a lot of items 
to take care of such as, data conversion and transferring the ERP functionalities 
to the production environment. This is usually done on the weekends due to the 
fact that working with the current ERP system ends usually on the previous day.  
The new ERP is in production use after the weekend. The conversion runs will 
take a lot of time and they should be rehearsed before the actual “going live” 
day is at hand. In addition, when the system is taken in use on the weekend, the 
possibility to resolve encountered problems is better without rushing. The ERP 
consultants should be on site after “go-live” for a couple of days to ensure that 
the new system is working accordingly. 
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4 USER ACCEPTANCE TESTING PLAN 
4.1 Test documentation 
Test documentation plays a key role in the UAT. It consists of several docu-
ments and issues that are related to the testing such as:  
 Test strategy 
 Testing responsibilities 
 Test cases and approval process 
 Test environment 
 Entrance and exit criteria for the test cases 
 Business scenarios to be tested 
 Smoke tests 
 Risks and mitigations 
 Defect reporting 
 Change management 
 Testing personnel’s contact information 
 UAT schedule and resources 
 Training 
 Traceability matrix 
 UAT checklist 
 Sign off –documentation. (Cimberman 2007, 34; IEEE829 1998, 1.) 
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Overall testing guidelines give the testers basic guidelines, such as how they 
can execute user acceptance testing. The document discusses test environ-
ment, defect reporting method, test cases, entry and exit criteria. It describes 
business processes which will be tested during the UAT. 
The test strategy contains information regarding the testing approach. The ap-
proach can be manual testing, automated testing or agile methods such as 
ATDD. Usually this defines what types of testing tools are used during the test-
ing and training needed for it. It also defines what metrics will be collected and 
what level.  
The test strategy also defines how many configurations will be tested and it con-
tains information regarding the hardware and software to name a few. These 
are based on the IEEE829 test plan. The IEEE829 is a standard in software 
testing and a good resource for making the test plan. 
Testing responsibilities describes the test group members who are responsible 
for executing the testing. Test cases and approval process should be described 
in the test cases with markings such as passed or failed. Entry and exit criteria 
should be described into each test case as well. (IEEE829 1998, 5.) 
Schedule and resources should be in the test plan. Schedule for testing and 
what resources it will require. Training is another element of the test plan. Train-
ing should be planned for the testing tools and schedule it in the test plan. 
(IEEE829 1998, 1.) 
The user acceptance testing plan is done from various different documents 
such as project documentation, requirement specification documentation, soft-
ware user guides as well as minutes of meetings and business process descrip-
tions. The actual acceptance testing plan is done by using these documents as 
a source material for the plan. These documents are called references. They 
give input and support the test plan. 
In addition, the acceptance criteria catalogue and test portfolio or similar docu-
mentation is needed for designing the user acceptance testing plan. Although 
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they are not included into the actual test plan they play a very important role 
when designing the user acceptance testing. In addition to the IEEE829 stand-
ard a description of the business scenario test cases, smoke test are needed, 
change management and sign-off documentation. 
The needed documentation can vary from project to project but the basic ele-
ments of the test plan, should be in place. Test strategy, testing responsibilities, 
training, entrance and exit criteria, schedule, resources and risks should all be 
part of the overall plan. 
4.2 The test team 
The test team is formed to ensure that the user acceptance testing meets its 
objectives. The test team usually includes an UAT manager and testers. The 
UAT manager’s responsibility is to plan the UAT documentation and guide the 
overall testing process. Testers are in a key position when user acceptance 
testing is executed. Business process owners have the needed knowledge of 
how the ERP should behave in various different cases. Therefore it is very ad-
visable to use end users as testers in user acceptance testing (Katara 2011, 
111). 
The structure of a test team is an important factor in the user acceptance test-
ing. The test team should include both technical and domain experts such as 
business owners. When there are team members who have technical expertise 
and other members have business process expertise the test team is most effi-
cient for completing the user acceptance testing. (Dustin 2002, 63.) 
Most of the UAT literature authors talk about the ERP implementation project 
having their own test organization, but this is not necessarily true in the real 
world. SMEs do not usually have required resources to hire outsourced testers. 
Therefore ERP end users should be part of the test team. They have the need-
ed expertise in the business process domain area. Organizations should use 
these in-house resources in the test team. They are experts in handling busi-
ness processes on a daily basis. (Cimberman 2007, 62.) 
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4.3 Typical roles and responsibilities of the test team 
The testers’ main task is to find bugs or defects in the system and to prove that 
the ERP system works correctly. They focus on business process streams and 
ensure that they will work correctly while the system is under testing. It can be 
thought that the testers will ensure the quality of the ERP software. (Kaner 
2004, 2.) The quality of testing depends on how the testing is done. Testing 
does not automatically guarantee the software quality (Leung et al. 1997, 137). 
Following common roles and responsibilities in ERP test teams are presented in 
table 3. 
Table 3. Roles and responsibilities in the test team. (Dustin 2002, 66-70). 
Roles Responsibilities Skills 
UAT manager Head of the test team Managing skills 
 Communication with the 
ERP provider 
Communication skills 
 Designing the UAT plan Understanding of test 
process strategies 
 Writing test cases Understanding of test 
process strategies 
 Outlining the test sched-
ule 
Project management 
skills 
 Defining the test strategy Understanding of test 
process strategies 
 Selecting the test tools 
and introducing them to 
the testers 
Familiar with test envi-
ronment and different 
testing tools 
     (to be continued) 
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Table 3 (continues) 
Roles Responsibilities Skills 
UAT manager Planning the test envi-
ronment 
Project management 
skills 
 Acquiring the needed 
software and hardware 
Familiar with hardware 
and software 
 Coordinating the UAT 
team meetings 
Project management 
skills 
 Reporting the status of 
the project to the test 
team and executives 
 
 Quality Assurance  
Testers / End users Planning business sce-
nario test cases with the 
UAT manager 
Business process 
knowledge, subject-
matter expertise 
 Executing the test plan Attention to the details, 
ability to see “the bigger 
picture” 
 Reporting defects to the 
defect reporting system 
Documentation skills 
 Communication between 
with the UAT manager, 
ERP vendor and other 
team members 
Teamwork and commu-
nication skills 
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Roles and responsibilities of the test team can include many various tasks. 
What kind of test team is required depends on the project. To complete objec-
tives of the project, the most important thing is to form the test team which has 
required skills and expertise. These factors are required in building an effective 
test team. (Acharya & Iyer 2012, 1.) 
4.4 The test environment 
The test environment should be dedicated and isolated from the development 
and production environments. The test environment should be a complete repli-
ca of the production environment. (ISO27001 2005, 18.) For the UAT a dedicat-
ed test environment is preferred. This environment should not be used for any 
other purpose at all. 
The dedicated test environment provides a stable platform for testers to execute 
the testing process. Testing can be done without fear of sudden version up-
dates or interference by a 3rd party, such as developers. A test environment pro-
tects and ensures that no testing is done in the production environment. (Windle 
2010, 155.) 
There are a lot of resources required in building this setup, but today with virtu-
alization resource issues are reduced. Keeping in mind a testing environment 
does not guarantee a working ERP in the production environment. 
A test environment provides a platform where all necessary testing must be 
done before the UAT. The developers and the testers should have easy access 
to this environment. Together with the deliverables which are installed into this 
environment on a regular basis.  
The deliverables are based on versions. Information on the new deliverables 
must be sent beforehand. For example send it by email to the UAT team. The 
test environment must be stable, working and the testers need to know the cur-
rent version for testing test cases. (Pyhäjärvi 2012, 155.) 
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Companies which run the UAT can have at least 3 different environments such 
as development, production and the test environment. The challenge is transfer-
ring all the settings made by a user, developer or by the system to another envi-
ronment. This requires a detailed migration plan. 
4.5 Risks in UAT 
Understanding the risks in the UAT is an essential part of the UAT design pro-
cess. The risks need to be identified and the objective is to mitigate the risks 
that are related to the UAT. These are the most common risks: 
 Misinterpretation of requirements 
 Hostility between users and the provider 
 Lack of user dedication 
 Lack of resources 
 Tight time schedule of the UAT. (Allgood 2008, 10-11.) 
 
Misinterpretation of the requirement is a risk that could occur at the very begin-
ning of the UAT. The UAT is the based on the requirement specification docu-
mentation. The risk is that the requirements are too broad and vague. Hostility 
between users and the provider can happen if there is a misunderstanding of 
the written requirements. Lack of user dedication could be one possible risk in 
the UAT. 
The UAT could not have enough allocated resources or assigned resources. 
Sometimes users are not interested in taking responsibility of the UAT. This 
usually happens when users are transferred to another project before the first is 
even finished. In addition, the schedule of the UAT is at risk as well. (Allgood 
2008, 10-11.) 
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Some product risks could be caused by a version change in the middle of the 
project or a data conversion took more time than anticipated. The risk analysis 
is needed for the UAT project. (Pyhäjärvi 2012, 190.) 
There are a lot of risks that can relate to the UAT project which come from out-
side, of UAT project, such as a subproject during the ERP implementation. 
Those risks are usually based on time scheduling. Other risks are complexity of 
the product, business risks or cost of faults. (Allgood 2008, 10.) 
To mitigate the above risks, evaluation needs to be done by a risk analysis. 
Figure 17 below illustrates the steps of risk analysis. All risks need to be identi-
fied and after that an assessment of the risk finally should be done. Magnitude, 
likelihood and the risk level are all considered. Lastly, you should be able to 
minimize the risks accordingly. 
Identify risks
Assess the risk magniitude,  likelihood and risk level
Mitigation plan of the risks
 
Figure 17. The risk identification process. 
The identified risks are put into risk level matrix. Risk control recommendations 
are needed. The risks can be mitigated to an acceptable level, eliminate the risk 
or just accept a risk as it is.  
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5 INTRODUCING THE ERP PROJECT IN SATEL 
5.1 Why the project is conducted? 
SATEL has been using many versions of Digia Enterprise ERP system in the 
past eleven years. It started from 1997. SATEL was using a software called 
Työkalupakki and the main challenge was that production processes were not 
documented at all. Production processes were executed from the production 
manager’s memory. Problems started to occur when the company hired a pur-
chasing manager. The purchasing manager could not purchase components 
because there was no centralized ERP system available at that time. The objec-
tive was to switch Työkalupakki –software to the Powered 2.2, later known to be 
as Sentera Enterprise and Digia Enterprise. The migration from Työkalupakki to 
Powered 2.2 was not an entirely a success, the budget for the ERP implemen-
tation exceeded about 200.000 euros. This was made clear from our CEO who 
was in the management group of that project. 
The reason for this was due to the fact there was no specific business require-
ments and most of the functionalities was copied from an ERP system. This 
other ERP system was tailor-made for another company that operated in the 
same manufacturing field. Another reason for not sticking to the budget was that 
there was no systematically planned user acceptance testing. This time the 
ERP project differs from earlier versions. We are changing to an ERP system 
called Microsoft Dynamics 2012 AX.  
This time user acceptance testing plan for testing has to been made. There are 
major risks related to changing the entire system. Risks that are related to the 
business and reputation of the company. 
Our current ERP is from 2006. It is a quite a long time for one ERP system and 
the company’s business has changed, added new products with modular struc-
ture and advanced. The current ERP does not support functionalities that the 
company’s stakeholders require. This client software does not support Windows 
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7 operating systems and we can’t start a development project with the current 
web shop. The current ERP has become an obstacle in our business today. 
These are the main reasons for the ERP implementation and these are project 
to only name a few. 
SATEL has started the ERP implementation project in the beginning of 2012. 
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 ERP was chosen after a comparison of other 
competitive ERP products such as SAP, Digia Enterprise and Microsoft Dynam-
ics NAV. Finally Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 was chosen for SATEL’s new 
ERP system. This was based on the results from the fit-gap analysis and proof 
of concept.  
5.2 Short introduction of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 is the chosen ERP software for SATEL. It is the 
latest version at the moment. Microsoft entered the ERP markets by acquiring 
Damgaard in 2004. Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 is the ideal ERP software for 
mid-sized companies. It meets the requirements of multinational companies as 
well. (Luszczak 2012, 1.) 
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 is an adaptable business solution that supports 
industry specific and operational business processes. It meets the complex re-
quirement needed in manufacturing and in distribution. (Microsoft 2013; Tvision 
2013.) It can be installed in a very simple environment or in a complex multina-
tional environment. It is integrated deeply with Microsoft technologies such as 
Microsoft SQL server, Microsoft Sharepoint, BizTalk Server, and Microsoft Of-
fice. (Luszczak 2012, 2.) 
Microsoft Dynamics AX consists of following functional components: 
 Sales and marketing 
 Supply chain management 
 Service management 
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 Production 
 Financial management such as accounts receivable, accounts paya-
ble and general ledger etc. 
 Bank management 
 Business Intelligence and reporting 
 CRM 
 HRM 
 Projects (Luszcak 2012, 2; Wikipedia 2013) 
 
Figure 18. The main page of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 ERP –software. 
Payroll management is a vertical solution because each country has their 
own legislation for payroll. In addition, you purchase several vertical solu-
tions for the Dynamics AX such as web shop, electronic invoicing etc. Verti-
cal solution is a separate software that can be integrated into Dynamics AX. 
Figure 18 above illustrates the main window of Microsoft Dynamics AX 
2012, Functional areas such as sales and marketing, production etc. can be 
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found on the left pane. On the right pane are the main functions of the mod-
ules. 
5.3 Objectives and challenges of the ERP project in SATEL 
There are several objectives for the ERP project. SATEL wants to replace and 
optimize manual routines done for example by Excel sheets. In addition busi-
ness units require expense, income and budget monitoring. This is not possible 
at the moment in the current ERP system. Additionally, the new ERP system 
will handle the parent company and its subsidiary accounting in the same ERP 
system. 
SATEL has had challenges to maintain access rights in our current ERP sys-
tem. They have been very difficult to change if some special user rights have 
been required by the business owners. For example if the business owner 
wanted to have “read only” user rights, to have those rights required several 
hours of work for the IT person because user rights were not based on user 
roles. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 all the user rights are role based and the 
system has a built-in role for the read-only users. This kind of feature is very 
popular amongst top level management in SATEL.  
SATEL will have new layers to products and label management. SATEL’s new 
radio modems are based on modular product structure and it is not possible to 
manage BOM(s) on these products with the current ERP system. In addition, 
the tailor-made software changes will be reduced significantly in Microsoft Dy-
namics 2012 AX. This will be done because it is very difficult to maintain and 
update heavily tailored ERP system as well as being costly. 
On the other hand tailored features are sometimes absolutely necessary be-
cause it is essential to our business process. The objective is to minimize the 
needed tailored features. In the current ERP system (Digia Enterprise) there are 
about dozens tailored features. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 there will be 
only 8 – 12 tailored features. The significant difference between Microsoft Dy-
namics AX 2012 and Digia Enterprise is that in the Microsoft’s ERP there is no 
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maintenance costs of the tailor-made software changes. This brings significant 
cost reduction in comparison. 
One of the challenges that SATEL has with the current system is limited user 
licenses. The current system can have 10 concurrent users. This has been very 
challenging to the company lately. Concurrent users have been exceeded con-
tinuously. Some of the ERP users are unable to login into the system periodical-
ly. Therefore the company’s new system will have more concurrent user licens-
es, up to 36 concurrent users and the users will be able to login in simultane-
ously.  
SATEL’s previous ERP operates on Progress 10.1A database. This database is 
the engine to an ERP system. The company has many databases related to 
operations such as testing, production and label printing. These databases are 
tailor-made for the company and the challenge is that running different conver-
sion runs from the Progress database to Microsoft SQL databases is difficult 
and costly.  
The company would like to have one uniformed platform for all databases. In 
this case Microsoft SQL Server 2012 simplifies the database management and 
is needed under one database engine. The new ERP enables better integration 
and compatibility to other Microsoft based programs such as Microsoft Office, 
Microsoft Lync and Microsoft Outlook. This will speed up daily work routines 
because the different programs are from one software provider. The deep inte-
gration in Office products is one benefit that we can achieve by Microsoft Dy-
namics AX 2012. It has Microsoft Office add-ins which enables the copy / paste 
feature to work with any Windows application. (Luszczak 2012, 45.) 
Finally the collaboration features of Microsoft’s ERP are the enterprise portal 
and AIF. Enterprise portal grants direct access to the ERP through an Internet 
browser and access to the data can be limited by the user role. An enterprise 
portal can be deployed to internal users, external customers and vendors. 
(Luszczak 2012, 3.) 
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Application Integration Framework (AIF) supports automatic data exchange with 
business applications inside and outside the company. You can send and re-
ceive invoices, price lists, packing slips in XML format. (Luszczak 2012, 3.) 
SATEL needs a new online store and capabilities of Dynamics’ enterprise portal 
have been thought-out carefully. The web shop that is used today is obsolete 
and does not support online business at all. On the contrary, it prevents it. We 
have configurable products and we are not able to add new products to our web 
shop internally. We need to order coding work from Digia. We need to eliminate 
this process. 
5.4 The scope of the project 
The ERP project includes CRM, E-business portal and the calculation of sala-
ries module. In the future we are planning to start an electronic invoicing project. 
The company will renew our document management system as well as busi-
ness intelligence software from IBM Cognos to Microsoft’s BI. 
During the ERP project we are only focusing on renewing the ERP and the sala-
ry module will be a vertical solution to Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. The calcu-
lation of salaries –module is not included in Microsoft’s ERP because it has 
many rules and regulations based on each country’s own legislation. On the 
other hand it is possible to extend Microsoft’s ERP functionalities by various 
different vertical solutions. Customers are required to buy a vertical solution for 
the calculation of salaries for this reason. 
Considering this SATEL has bought the HRM module from Mepco Oy. This 
HRM module is in the scope of the project as well as E-business site and the 
CRM.  
With the HRM the company receives human resources management and calcu-
lation of the salaries module integrate with Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. In ad-
dition the company keeps its training register up-to-date in our HRM module 
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and it can keep up-to-date development discussions, first aid trainings and 
ISO9001 and ISO14001 standards. 
The ERP implementation project contract was made with Nortal Oy in 2012. 
The choice was made through a selection process. We met with three possible 
ERP providers. Nortal Oy had the best price/quality ratio. They offered the ERP 
implementation project with a fixed fee. The company is starting to do business 
with the ERP implementations projects. Those were highly important factors for 
choosing Nortal Oy.  
5.5 The timetable and the value of the project 
Preparations for the ERP project started already in 2010. By virtualizing the en-
tire IT infrastructure on VMware virtualization platform and after that it had Win-
dows 7 / Office 2010 implementation as well. Afterwards they changed the 
email system from Lotus Notes to Microsoft Exchange / Outlook system and 
added the Lync instant message / video conference system. All these previous 
projects were done because of the need for a new ERP system. The company 
required deep integration with different business software. Microsoft was an 
obvious choice for the company.  
The ERP project with Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 was started in March 2011. 
First the fit-gap analysis project was run. It took about one year to complete. 
The company needed to make sure that the chosen ERP system was the right 
choice for it. The company was making sure that the system could handle the 
requirements set by business processes and stakeholders. This is called diag-
nostic phase in the Microsoft’s Sure Step methodology and it is the first phase 
before the ERP project begins. 
The ERP project started in March 2012 and it has taken the entire year. The 
project has strictly followed Microsoft’s Sure Step methodology presented earli-
er in chapter 2. The next phases are analysis and design that require a lot of 
user participation. Many workshops are needed during the project. It is very 
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time consuming from the customer’s point of view as well as from the ERP pro-
vider’s. 
The ERP project should be completed during the second quarter of 2013. The 
company is aiming at May-June 2013. Smoke testing started in February 2013. 
The objective is to run the user acceptance testing during March - May 2013.  
The value of the ERP project is ca. 500 000 euros and it includes the diagnostic 
project, tailor-made software changes, conversion from the old ERP to new 
ERP, proof of concept, all necessary licenses and hardware as well as soft-
ware. 
After the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 ERP is implemented. SATEL will launch 
the web shop project which has deep integration with the Dynamics AX 2012 
ERP software. In addition, SATEL will start a Microsoft CRM project. The deep 
integration of the ERP, CRM and Enterprise Portal (online store) were kept in 
mind when the ERP implementation project was started. These decisions are 
based on the IT strategy of the company written in 2010. 
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6 DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE USER 
ACCEPTANCE TESTING PLAN IN SATEL OY 
6.1 The testing team in SATEL 
The testing team was formed in November 2012. The testing team has 14 
members and they are the main users of the ERP system. The main purpose of 
the testing team is to take care of testing of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 ERP. 
The team members were selected carefully based on their expertise in their 
business processes. Their expertise and knowledge is crucial for a successful 
and effective testing. They have a key role in executing various business pro-
cesses in SATEL on daily basis. They are the best choice for executing the user 
acceptance testing for the company.  
There are several objectives for the testing team. The information related to the 
ERP project can be distributed to the members of the team easily for example 
status updates and what will happen next during the project. The team can dis-
cuss issues concerning testing and deal with them.  
Secondly, the business test case scenario design is done with the test team. 
The test team members have very detailed knowledge and expertise of the 
company’s business processes. It is very important to use the team members’ 
valuable knowledge and expertise in designing the business test cases. 
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Figure 19. SATEL Oy’s user acceptance testing team in ERP implementation. 
In addition, the team must be trained to use the test plan and defect reporting 
system in order to complete the testing successfully. Training must be done be-
fore the testing starts. It is important the team can use the testing tools efficient-
ly. In figure 19 above the team members and their roles are presented. 
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The test team members have required business process knowledge and exper-
tise in using the ERP software. This is a vital requirement in designing the UAT. 
The detailed description of the test team roles can be seen in below table 4. 
Table 4. Description of the test team roles. 
The roles Short description 
Accounting  responsible for accounting in SATEL and 
for the payment traffic 
COO responsible for R&D department, member 
of the management group and responsi-
ble for HRM related issues 
Financial manager responsible for calculation of salaries, 
manager of the Finance department and 
taking care of consolidated financial 
statements 
Financial assistant responsible for invoicing, intrastat and 
deliveries to the non EU-countries 
IT manager takes care of the company’s it infrastruc-
ture, it support, maintaining the compa-
ny’s it environment, project manager for 
the ERP implementation and test manag-
er for the UAT  
Marketing planner takes care of marketing related issues at 
the company, maintaining company’s 
website, subsidiary to Niina Lehtonen 
     (to be continued) 
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Table 4 (continues) 
The roles Short description 
Production manager responsible for production and production 
planning 
Purchasing manager responsible for purchase department, 
inventories material planning, ware-
houses, purchasing, contacting with the 
vendors 
Purchasing assistant responsible to make purchase transac-
tions with the vendors 
Sales assistant responsible for the sales order handling, 
service coordinator 
Service providing service for the products 
SMD Operator responsible for the planning of the SMD 
production and responsible for assembly 
machines 
Packing / Delivery /Assembly Packing the products, printing work item 
lists and making deliveries within EU (bill 
of freight) 
 
Responsibilities are divided by the business processes among the test team. 
The business process testing is the most important part of the UAT. It ensures 
that company is able to do their daily business with the new system and the ob-
jective is to cover many relevant business transactions. This method also en-
sures that all business processes will be tested by assigning the responsible 
persons for testing the processes. The testing team responsibilities are de-
scribed by the processes in table 5 below.  
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Table 5. The testing responsibilities by business processes. 
The process The responsibility 
An accounting /invoicing process Financial manager Niina Helenius, 
Finance Anneli Salmi and Financial 
assistant Mervi Alatalo 
A production process Production manager Sami Lehtinen, 
Saija Holm and Marjo Toivonen for the 
packing / deliveries 
Projects COO Marko Kempas 
A production planning process Production manager Sami Lehtinen 
A purchasing process and IWM 
processes 
Purchasing manager Henna Lehto, 
Purchasing assistant Sari Hellberg 
A sales order process Sales assistant Niina Lehtonen, Arja 
Vainio 
A service process Sales assistant Niina Lehtonen, 
Service Mikko Mämmelä 
An SMD process SMD operator Mauno Tammi 
 
Lastly, the test team is responsible with the UAT manager that all individual test 
cases, the business test cases are conducted and the objectives are achieved. 
The ultimate goal is to carry out successful UAT. 
The UAT manager is responsible for coordinating the test team meetings, de-
signing the test plan and training of the test tools. This is done with co-operation 
with the test team members. The test team meetings are held once a week or 
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more often if needed. It is very important to meet on a regular basis. The infor-
mation is updated constantly and this pace with the meetings will guarantee that 
it will be distributed within the test team. 
6.2 The Introduction of sales order business process in SATEL 
SATEL has various processes to conduct in its daily business with the custom-
er. They are very common processes known within the ERP system as well. 
These processes are in use in other organizations. In order to conduct business 
the company needs all relevant processes to accomplish the business transac-
tions within the ERP system. Figure 20 below illustrates all key business pro-
cesses in SATEL. 
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Figure 20. The key business processes in SATEL Oy. 
In this chapter we will concentrate on the sales order process in the company. 
After the process is introduced, the test plan is presented and how it works with 
the sales order process. Figure 21 below illustrates the sales order process. 
The process starts from the customer, who will send a purchase order to the 
company. The purchase order is received usually by an email, a fax or from the 
web shop. We manufacture products only according to the customer’s purchase 
order. We do not manufacture products in to our stock, because our product is 
configurable. It is tailored with unique settings such as radio frequency and 
channel spacing. To us the received order from the customer is called a sales 
order. 
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The sales order process
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Figure 21. The sales order process in SATEL. 
A sales assistant checks the content of the order and validity of the customer 
information will be updated as well if needed. There could be some incorrect 
information for example with the radio modems frequencies or channel spacing. 
After this the order quantities are updated to the TIKE –chart. The Information in 
the TIKE –chart (development of the sales orders) will tell how many radio mo-
dems and which models have been ordered on a weekly basis.  
This information is used in a weekly chart which informs the stakeholders of 
how many orders came during the week, what is the invoicing amount of that 
week and comparison to the previous years. Lastly, the customer registry will be 
updated if needed. A sales assistant verifies that the order content is OK if it is 
not; a sales assistant asks the missing or incorrect information from the cus-
tomer.  
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Picture 2. Testing the sales order process. (Sales assistant Mrs. Niina Lehtonen 
from SATEL Oy and Senior solutions specialist Mr. Pertti Anttila from Nortal 
Oy). 
In picture 2 above Sales assistant Niina Lehtonen is inputting the customer’s 
purchase order into the ERP system. She is carrying out the sales order pro-
cess. 
The next step is that a sales assistant inputs an order into the ERP system and 
updates the delivery time list. After this step has completed, the following hap-
pens in the production management: 
A production manager confirms the delivery time to the sales order according to 
the production planning process. The products are manufactured according to 
the customer’s purchase order. The products are not manufactured from the 
stock at all. After this step is completed, the process continues with a sales as-
sistant. A sales assistant sends an order confirmation to the customer via email. 
The customer receives the order confirmation from a sales assistant.  
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After the sales assistant has sent the order confirmation to the customer, she 
records the order and the order confirmation to the specific folders which holds 
all the orders and the order confirmations. If the delivery time changes, a sales 
assistant informs the customer and the customer receives a new delivery time. 
Now the sales order process has been described completely. 
Then the process continues to the production process. Finally the production 
personnel print out all production orders. With these orders production can as-
semble the needed products. 
The previous description was the sales order process generally in SATEL. 
There are other processes that are tightly integrated with the sales order pro-
cess. The processes are illustrated in figure 20. 
Next we take a look in detail, the fulfillment process within the ERP system. This 
is a very important step because it is highly related to the UAT. It discusses how 
the individual test cases are mapped in the process. 
This process description proceeds from a customer’s purchase order to printing 
out the invoices to the customer. The complexity of the process testing is illus-
trated by this fulfillment process. This process includes several organizational 
levels and several integrated processes. 
This is an overview what happens at the system level. Figure 22 below illus-
trates the detailed process interaction. Initially a customer sends a purchase 
order. Then a new sales order and the sales item lines are created. After this 
step the purchase order type is changed into a sales order. This step generates 
an input to the production planning process. From changing the order type it will 
create a production order. 
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Figure 22. The fulfillment process in the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 ERP. 
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A production manager must pre-calculate the order status. This procedure cre-
ates the needed sub production orders. Keep in mind that these processes 
happen simultaneously.  
The sales order process continues after changing the order status to a sales 
order. The sales assistant retrieves the sales orders that the production manag-
er has confirmed with dates from the production. After, the sales assistant can 
print out an order confirmation to the customer. 
Now the packing personnel print out a production order report and a work item 
list for the assembly personnel in the production department. A work item list is 
printed weekly on Fridays. It guides working schedules in the production de-
partment. For example what type of radio modems will be manufactured to the 
customers according to their purchase orders. 
The radio modems are manufactured by the production personnel. The prod-
ucts arrive to the dispatch department. Dispatch –department carries out pack-
ing of the products and reports the items as ready to be delivered to the cus-
tomer. In this phase serial numbers of the products are created and the produc-
tion is closed. 
A packing personnel delivers the sales order by printing a packing slip and by 
creating bill of freight (domestic and EU). Next financial accounting prints and 
sends an invoice to the customer by paper or email. Financial accounting is re-
sponsible for creating and printing bill of freight (Non-EU countries) and a pro 
forma invoice for customs. Finally, the automatic batch run changes the produc-
tion order status as completed.  
This was a detailed demonstration of how the fulfillment process works but keep 
in mind that there are several processes that have interactions with other pro-
cesses such as, procurement process, inventory, warehouse processes and 
financial accounting to name a few. 
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Picture 3. Testing the production planning process. (Production manager Mr. 
Sami Lehtinen from SATEL Oy and Senior solutions specialist Mr. Pertti Anttila 
from Nortal Oy). 
In picture 3 Production manager Sami Lehtinen is testing the production plan-
ning process with Senior solutions specialist Pertti Anttila. This process is per-
formed after the sales department has received the customer’s purchase order 
and inputted the information into the ERP system 
6.3 The test plan 
The purpose of the test plan in SATEL is to provide the test team guidelines 
explain how testing is done systematically. The test plan of the Microsoft Dy-
namics AX 2012 ERP implementation covers various subjects that are very rel-
evant to the testing team.  
The document gives detailed descriptions about testing, testing environment, 
defect reporting change control management, testing team responsibilities, 
roles, test tools, testing schedule, risk assessment and analysis. In addition, it 
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contains detailed information of the testing process, detailed description of the 
company’s business processes and finally the test cases with entry and exit 
criteria. The test plan is based on IEEE 829 standard in software testing. 
6.3.1 How the plan was designed in SATEL? 
The UAT process started designing the UAT strategy and approach by the UAT 
manager. The UAT manager chose the test strategy and testing approach. The 
choice was made between different methods including agile methods, automat-
ed testing and manual testing. 
We decided to go with the manual testing based on the following issues this 
was a one-time project, automated testing and agile methods are usually used 
by the developers. The business processes are usually complicated in the com-
pany and can be based on executives’ feelings. Overall benefits of the auto-
mated testing are minor. This was stated by Vuori (2010, slide 46). 
In these cases manual testing approach is better. The agile methods require a 
lot of resources and communication. Usually the customer is with developers on 
a daily basis. The benefits of agile testing methods are not agreed by everyone. 
It is not necessarily faster, better, or not even cheaper than the traditional ap-
proach with manual testing. (Brown 2012.) 
In addition, The ERP implementation project has a deadline. The agile methods 
are not necessarily dependent on a time schedules or deadlines. A customer 
usually can be flexible with the time schedule. For these reasons we chose to 
do the UAT with manual testing approach. (Vuori 2010, 46.) 
In this first step the UAT manager also decides how to write test cases and the 
grouping of the requirements into similar domain area is done. In this step an 
acceptance criteria catalogue and test portfolio were created. The second step 
is taking the process owners into the designing phase. Together with them, test 
steps were given for each of the requirements. This was done for each pro-
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cesses and requirements. The criteria catalogue was designed in a way that it 
was presented in chapter 3.4. 
Next phase is designing the individual test cases against the user requirement 
specification. We had almost 400 user requirements. The test cases were writ-
ten by the UAT manager. It took over three months to write all test cases. This 
was based on the theory found in (Kohlman 2011, 233). In addition, James 
Windle warned me of the heavy workload of this phase. I completely underesti-
mated it. 
After the individual test cases were designed and completed. The additional 
meetings with the business process owners were kept. In these meetings the 
individual test cases were mapped to each of the process, one by one. They 
tried to achieve the logical order of the test cases in this process with the busi-
ness process owners. 
Next, the UAT team designed the business scenario test cases with the UAT 
manager. In this phase the knowledge and expertise of the team is important to 
achieve quality, detailed and versatile business test case scenarios. These 
business test case scenarios are approved by the business process owners, 
although they can be the same individuals than in the UAT team. Designing the 
business scenario test cases were based on the theory found in (Kaner 2003, 
8). 
An execution of the acceptance testing is carried out next. When the defects 
have been found, they are reported to defect reporting system. Then the new 
deliverable is waited for and the testing starts again. This is also called regres-
sion testing. 
This phase includes smoke test runs, many different testing runs as well. All the 
defects are reported to the BT.net. This testing tool is discussed in the next 
chapter. Finally, all critical defects to business are sorted out. Then the ERP 
system can be transferred into go-live phase. There might be issues such as 
historical information in the databases. That are planned to be sorted out after 
go-live but they are not critical to daily business. 
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Figure 23. The UAT process in SATEL Oy. 
After, acceptance testing is carried out successfully. The UAT will team meet up 
and agree that all issues have been sorted out. After the UAT test team meeting 
the steering group of the ERP project gather. The CEO of the company signs off 
the project. The UAT process in SATEL can be seen in figure 23 above. The 
UAT process is a combination of theory knowledge regarding the test team and 
test plan. In addition, the UAT process has some elements from our own opera-
tion such as what type of defect reporting system we have in use. 
6.3.2 Designing the sales order process testing 
Designing the UAT for the company has not been an easy task. On the contrary 
it has been very challenging without any previous experience. The most im-
portant documents have been the requirement specification and the knowledge 
of the company’s business processes. 
The categorizations of the requirements are needed. The requirement specifica-
tion document can easily be over 100 pages. Different requirements are not 
necessarily in a neat order for designing the test cases.  
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It is important that the categorization is done according to the business process, 
for example, sales order process. It can be done by grouping requirements of 
the same domain area into their own groups, for example, test portfolio called 
sales order handling. This grouping must be done for every requirement. Then 
next step is to assign test steps for the requirements in that sales order handling 
–group. Test steps are given within that group. This was done with the 
knowledge gained from the theory presented in chapter 3.4. 
This phase can be very difficult to do on your own. It is better to do this phase of 
the designing with the business process stakeholders, because they have the 
best expertise and knowledge of their daily work. This was done by personal 
meetings with each of the business stakeholders. The meetings took 1-2 hours 
and together with the business process owners the test steps were given to 
each of the requirements in the domain area.  
After this procedure you have all the requirements grouped and the test steps 
assigned to them, the documents are called acceptance criteria catalogue and 
test portfolio. The next phase is to design the individual test cases matching 
each of the requirements in the specification. A comprehensive list of the sales 
order process with the test steps can be seen in appendix 2. There were no di-
rect instructions how to proceed with this. We applied the information from theo-
ry and mapped them into the processes with the help of the business users. 
The writing of the test cases is very time consuming. It can easily take a few 
months to carry out this boring but very necessary task. There are a lot of is-
sues to deal with when writing the test cases. 
You must have the necessary requirements grouped and the test steps given to 
them. Introductions to each of the test cases are needed. It tells the tester the 
background information of the requirement. This is also known as entry criteria. 
Then you are required to describe the exit criteria known as expected results. It 
will tell the tester what is the required outcome for the test case. In addition, the 
tester should have the possibility to write down achieved results and comments. 
This was done according to the theory found in chapter 3.3. 
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Finally, the tester marks whether the test passed or failed at the end of the each 
test case. Each of the test cases is signed by the tester and it will be accepted 
by the UAT manager. In case of a failed test case it will be reported into the de-
fect reporting system. Those testing tools must be part of the test plan for this 
particular reason.  
In the previous steps, designing the test cases was accomplished. However it is 
not enough. The testing can’t be carried out with just the individual test cases. 
The test cases must be linked with the sales order process.  
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Figure 24. Test cases have been linked with the sales order process. 
The test cases are linked to the sales order process with the help of business 
process owner. The business process owner has knowledge in which order the 
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process is performed. Therefore the business process owner has very valuable 
information regarding the linking of the test cases. This can be seen in figure 24 
above. 
The best result can be achieved by personal meetings with the business pro-
cess owner and to plan a test case linking each process individually. The meet-
ings with the business process owner ensure that the requirements are tested in 
the right order. This method also increases the successful possibilities of the 
UAT. The business process owners have played an important part in the de-
signing phase. This was stated, in theory, that the business users have the re-
quired knowledge but the challenge was how to harness it. We had to arrange 
many team meetings as well as personal meetings. This was not stated clearly 
in the theory. 
In addition, the test cases have been written and they have been linked with the 
sales order process. In other words, the test steps have been designed and the 
testers have a basic guideline by which order they have to test the requirements 
with the test cases. It is not possible to give an absolute correct order for the 
test cases. Many of the test cases can be done simultaneously. The business 
process owner can’t provide a accurate order to the test cases but it is im-
portant to identify the requirements that prevent running of the process at all. 
6.3.3 Business scenario testing with the sales order process 
The testers need the business scenario test cases. This differs from an individ-
ual test case which tests only one requirement against one criterion in ac-
ceptance criteria catalogue. The business scenario test case includes the sales 
order process or other processes as well. The individual test cases are tested in 
the business scenario test case. The objective is to find out if that system is 
able to run the process with real world examples. This also reveals and identi-
fies unknown areas that have been forgotten from the requirement specification 
or in the designing phase of the UAT: This was based on the concept found in 
(Rice 2009.) but we had to change it and adopt specific data. We had to put it 
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into action in our special environment. The philosophy was good but we needed 
to apply different information to the business test case situations. 
A business scenario test case is illustrated in table 6. Sales order process: Em-
power IM orders 3 pcs radio modems, 3 pcs trading goods and 6 pcs accesso-
ries. The entire list of different types of business scenario test cases can be 
seen in appendix 4. 
Table 6. An example of a business scenario test case. 
Test case name A sales order process 
Test case number: Basic business test case scenario 1 
Customer: Domestic customer: Empower IM 
Company code: 2402138-3 
Products: 3 pcs radio modems, material number 
YM0246 SATELLINE-2ASc with fre-
quency 409,250MHz/12,5kHz/2400/11 
bit/FI/0,5W 
3 pcs trading goods, material number 
YA0106 400-435 Gainflex antennas 
trading goods 
3 pcs accessories, material number 
YC0271 CRS-TSU 2m cables 
3 pcs accessories, material number 
YI0017 I-link 100 MB 
Delivery type: By post 
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Information of the customer’s purchase order in table 6 above is used for a 
business scenario test case with test steps in table 7.  
Table 7 A business scenario test case with test steps 
Test step Test case 
identifier 
Result Pass / Fail 
41/00 FE3000-3006   
41/5 FE3000   
41/10 FE3000-3003   
41/15 FE3000-3002   
41/20 FE3000-3001   
41/25 FE3005-3023   
41/30 FE3000-3004   
41/35 FE3000-3007   
41/40 FE3000-3009   
41/45 FE3000-3008   
41/50 FE3002-3015   
    (to be continued) 
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Table 7 (continues). 
Test step Test case 
identifier 
Result Pass / Fail 
41/55 FE3001-3011   
41/60 FE3001-3012   
41/65 FE3004-3020   
41/70 FE3004-3021   
41/75 FE3003-3019   
41/80 FE3005-3024   
41/95 FE3004-3022   
41/100 FE3006-3028   
41/105 INT9000-
9010 
  
 
A lot of designing work has to be done in order to accomplish testing the sales 
order process. In the end, all the work done in the designing phase is rewarded 
when the testing is performed. The UAT must be based on the business test 
case scenarios. This ensures that the requirements are tested and the missing 
requirements are more likely to be revealed. Testing is done with the real world 
cases. In my opinion the business test case scenarios are the most important 
test cases in the UAT. Many of the unknown requirements are revealed at this 
point.  
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The designing of the UAT is not fool-proof; there will be always something that 
has been forgotten. The main objective is to ensure that the ERP software is 
able to handle the company’s daily business and all the processes related to it. 
Secondary objective is that business scenario testing tries to uncover these un-
known or forgotten items in the designing of the UAT. 
6.3.4 The ERP environment in SATEL 
The ERP environment in SATEL consists of 10 virtual servers that are virtual-
ized on the VMware Vsphere virtualization platform. The ERP environment is 
virtualized completely. The production environment has 2 AOS servers, 2 Mi-
crosoft SQL 2012 servers, two active directory servers and 1 SharePoint and 1 
enterprise portal server.  
The entire IT infrastructure has a maximum fault tolerance based on the hard-
ware. The infrastructure VMware environment has 3 physical hosts and it has 
vmotion capability. If one host goes offline the servers are automatically trans-
ferred into another host without interruption. The ERP user might experience 
slowing of the system. Additionally, the power supply units, the switches, fiber 
channel controllers and SAN(s) have been duplicated. The infrastructure is 
backed up on an EMC Data Domain Backup Restorer device which is based on 
hard-drives. (Onsite and offsite) The UPS devices have been duplicated as well.  
The environment is clustered for maximum reliability by the software. This is 
done because the ERP system is business critical software for our company, it 
has to run on 24/7/365 basis. This is the reason for two AOS servers and two 
SQL servers. Active directory servers provide the possibility to login in with 
Windows username and password with a single sign-on. 
The ERP environment has two standalone servers, one for test environment 
and another for development purposes. The standalone servers include an AOS 
server, SharePoint server and enterprise portal in a one virtualized server.  
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The objective is to conduct testing in an isolated environment, also to develop of 
the system to an isolated standalone system. The production environment is 
built at the same time but the testing or the development is not done in the pro-
duction environment at all. The topology of SATEL’s ERP environment can be 
seen in figure 25 below. 
The standalone server (includes  AOS, EP 
and Sharepoint servers)
The standalone server (includes  AOS, EP 
and Sharepoint servers)
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Figure 25. The topology of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 environment. 
6.3.5 The defect reporting system 
The defect reporting system called BugTracker.net (BT.net is given by SATEL) 
is used in SATEL for reporting encountered errors or defects during the testing. 
BT.net is used for controlling the reported defects. This software was chosen 
because it has contains the needed functionalities for the defect reporting in 
user acceptance testing. In addition, this software was already used by the R&D 
department and it is fast and easy to implement into use. It is fully configurable. 
The testers report all defects, errors, bugs or questions to the BT.net. The user 
interface is designed to be very simple and the selection options have de-
creased significantly. You can see minimal selection options in figure 26 below. 
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Figure 26. A defect reporting form. 
The testers log in to the BT.net by web browser. They can report defects by 
creating new work items. The site has short instructions on how the reporting is 
done. In the description field, the tester fills the test case requirement number 
and the name of tester. This is done because the same user credentials are 
used by many testers. If a requirement number is not available, then the tester 
will use the unique number given by the BT.net system. This could happen if 
there is not a requirement number available for this situation.  
The tester only needs to fill the “version info” and the bug classification –fields. 
Version info field includes the information of which software version the testing 
was done and the bug classification field tells if it is minor or major. Major bug 
classification means that it is unable to use the system with that defect. The mi-
nor is not a critical defect. Finally, the tester has filled out the defect and report-
ed it by clicking the create button.  
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The screen captures can be added as attachments into the work item by using 
Screen Capture software. The tester can easily add any screen captures by 
clicking the Capture –button.  
The tester writes the defect description and instantly the tester can send it. The 
system will automatically add it as a new work item and adds the screen cap-
ture as an attachment to it. At the same time the BT.net system will send an 
alert email to the UAT manager that a new work item has been added to the 
system. It waits for the further actions by the UAT manager. Screenshot of the 
screen capture –software can be seen in figure 27. 
 
Figure 27. A screenshot of a screen capture program used in SATEL Oy. 
The UAT manager can see all work items reported by the testers. In addition, 
the UAT manager has multiple options such as priority, assigned to, and status 
field. The UAT manager decides the priority of the defect, and to whom the de-
fect is assigned to and the status of the defect: It can be seen that UAT manag-
er has more options than the testers. The priority can be set and the UAT man-
ager can assign this work item to the supplier or someone else. An example can 
be seen in figure 28 below. 
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The defects can be sorted in the defect reporting system by following factors 
 User name 
 Project 
 Organization 
 Category  
 Priority 
 Assigned to 
 Status. 
This can be seen in figures 28 and 29 below. 
 
Figure 28. The overview of the defect. 
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Figure 29. An overview of the defects and their statuses  
In table 8 below, are the most common statuses used in defect reporting. The 
statuses are defined by SATEL. These statuses are used in defect reporting 
system when the defect is reported. 
Table 8. The defect statuses. (SATEL Oy 2010). 
Status Description 
NEW WAIT the defect is reported into system but 
it is not assigned yet. 
STUDY means that the defect is studied by 
the supplier/support 
WAIT START the defect is assigned and waiting for 
the processing 
     (to be continued) 
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Table 8 (continues). 
Status Description 
IN PROGRESS the supplier is working on the defect 
PAUSED the defect is in paused mode 
CHECKED IN the defect is reported fixed by the 
supplier but it waits for the transferring 
into deliverable 
RE-OPENED the defect is corrected by the supplier 
but the SATEL has tested it and it 
does not work 
CLOSED the defect is fixed and tested, result 
OK 
 
It was decided that only the defects are reported to the BT.net in SATEL. The 
testing tools such as screen capture software and defect reporting system play 
an important part of the UAT in SATEL. It is very advisable that similar software 
is used in the UAT and the proper training is given to the testers. 
In addition, test tools should be easy and fast to use with minimum selection 
options available. The testers’ have so many items in mind when they are test-
ing business processes. It is mandatory that the tools are easy enough to use 
as it increases the ease of the testers. They do not need to worry about using 
difficult tools with multiple option choices. 
The empirical part of the thesis ends here. The empirical work continues in my 
company by testing according to the user acceptance test plan. The project 
continues and the plan and the defect reporting system are used on a daily ba-
sis. The objective is to take the ERP system into deployment phase with help of 
UAT plan. 
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7 RESULTS 
7.1 Learned lessons during the project 
The ERP project started with the requirements specification workshops. These 
workshops were held on weekly basis, nearly 40 times. The ERP vendor inter-
viewed our business stakeholders without becoming acquainted with our current 
ERP system. This led to serious problems with the requirement specification 
that was learned afterwards. This led to the situation that our business users 
forgot to provide critical information about the current ERP or assumed of 
course the new ERP has similar functions. In addition, the ERP vendor prom-
ised that all requirements were possible with the new ERP system. It was dis-
covered afterwards that this was not the case and this would have been easily 
demonstrated by comparing the current ERP with Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. 
This should have been done in a way that the two ERPs are run simultaneously 
and watching the real differences between the systems. The ERP vendor 
should have used this method continuously in the workshops. They were con-
centrating more on interview type workshops. A comparison between the cur-
rent system and the new system was not directly stated in the theory. This is a 
very important focus. The theory explained a lot of different types of require-
ment analysis but they did not cover how much time these phases can take and 
how they should actually be done. 
In addition, the fit-gap analysis done before the ERP implementation project 
was good but the ERP vendor seemed to have forgotten the important results of 
this pre-project. If the ERP vendor had done their job accordingly many of our 
workshops during the project would not be needed. This was a bit of a surprise 
to us. On behalf of the ERP vendor I have to say that they are still young in the 
ERP business and they are continuously learning. 
The UAT preparations started immediately after the ERP contract was signed 
but the problems were encountered in that area as well. The requirement speci-
fication workshops were unprepared by the ERP vendor and it consumed a lot 
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of company’s resources. This led to a situation that a requirement specification 
documentation which is the basis of the acceptance criteria for UAT was post-
poned and the designing UAT was impossible to start. We had to wait for the 
requirement specification documentation. Because of this designing the UAT 
started with a draft version. I, as the UAT manager was not happy with this. The 
UAT theory discusses that you need to start to plan as soon as possible after 
the ERP project is launched. Using a draft version of the requirement specifica-
tion made the UAT planning difficult from the beginning. 
In addition, when the final requirement specification document was given to us, 
there were many requirements alongside the following comment “it will be 
planned during the designing phase.” These types of comments in the require-
ment specification are unnecessary because issues are left open. Writing the 
test cases according to the requirements and without even seeing the Dynamics 
AX ERP running when the designing phase of the UAT was run led to challeng-
es. The test cases were written but the problem was that they did not include 
the instructions for using the system. 
It was learned during the project that communication with the UAT team and 
between ERP vendors are essential part of a successful UAT project. The de-
signing phase of the UAT is the most important and it has to be done together 
as a team. The UAT manager can’t do the plan without communicating with the 
team and business stakeholders. This was anticipated and based on the infor-
mation found in Abbaszadeh et al. (2010, 83). 
The time schedule of the ERP deployment has been postponed twice. The ERP 
vendor was excessively positive with the deployment process so they have un-
derestimated the workload of the data conversion and complexity of our busi-
ness. 
There were many times that testers were skeptical towards the entire ERP pro-
ject. This question was raised many times: “Can we cancel the project?” The 
reasons for this reaction were unrealistic time schedule of the ERP project. ERP 
vendor also tried to speed the project two separate times in the steering group. 
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This affected the UAT team. It was perceived negatively and it raised concerns 
about the overall project success.  
These reactions are quite common when people confront uncertainty and they 
are against changes. This was seen from the reactions of the users when the 
testing time was nearing. Users were worrying about the capability of the soft-
ware and ERP vendor. 
One objective with the UAT team is to raise their confidence in the project. In 
the UAT and in the product these issues were taken into consideration by the 
UAT manager and Chief Operations Officer. Test execution, resources and time 
schedule were the worrying issues amongst the UAT team members. Testing 
time schedule was dependent on the ERP project time schedule. The ERP ven-
dor suggested that the testing should be started in the development environ-
ment. That kind of suggestion was denied by the UAT manager because it’s 
against the theory of the UAT. Testing must be done in the dedicated testing 
environment which is a stable and reliable platform for testing purposes only. 
This was stated by ISO27001 (2005, 18). 
The issues that were worrying users were treated with the solutions before next 
weekly meeting. The most experienced ERP users that are the UAT team 
members were taken into the ERP steering group and the training issues were 
dealt with immediately with the ERP vendor. Training is an important factor in 
ERP and UAT projects. It should not be underestimated. Using the most experi-
enced ERP users was anticipated. This was stated by Abbaszadeh et al. (2010, 
83). 
Testing started with the smoke testing. It was soon realized that the environ-
ment is not even ready for the testing because smoke tests failed; these ses-
sions were changed into configuration events. 
The testing plan has been in use by the finance department and they have the 
best opinion of the plan. The rest of the business processes are still in the con-
figuration phase and even some configuration days are scheduled on April. 
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We had representatives of the ERP vendor with us on our testing days. This 
has been a good approach because the users get used to with the system as 
well. In theory this approach was not clearly stated. The concept was dis-
cussed, having good communication between the customer and the representa-
tives of the ERP vendor. This method turned to be a very good approach. 
All the defects, problems have to be reported to BT.net defect tracking system. 
The training of the test tools was given to the UAT team members at our weekly 
team meetings by the UAT manager. Testing is proceeding at the moment and 
the users have used the defect tracking system now by themselves. The finan-
cial department has been able to do testing because their work issues are 
based on law. The business process scenario test cases are another story. 
7.2 The opinions about the UAT plan 
The UAT plan is the master document for testing. I asked the personnel from 
the ERP vendor and from our own personnel to give comments about its effec-
tiveness and what should be done differently. The complete answers can be 
seen in the appendices but I summarize some key points here. 
 The plan is useful and testing without it would be difficult 
 It is systematic and logical 
 Help the developers to understand processes. 
The rest of the comments and thoughts can be seen from the appendix 5. 
7.3 Recommendations 
The companies, who are starting to plan to implement a UAT test, should take 
into consideration these recommendations. Whoever the ERP vendor is, it is 
very important that they will be acquainted with your current ERP system. It is a 
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really important that the ERP vendor sees your business processes in action 
with the current ERP.  
When you are holding requirement specification workshops you should keep in 
mind that it is unwise to assume that the new ERP system behaves in a similar 
way as your current ERP. Most of the software can’t do what they are assumed 
to do and the vendor’s understanding might differ dramatically from your re-
quirements. Make sure that the UAT is part of your approval process and it is 
mentioned in the contract as well. It is unwise to try to outsource the UAT. The 
UAT is your responsibility to make sure that you will receive a system that 
meets your requirements. This was stated by Windle (2010, 24). 
Any changes made by the steering group such as implementing more tailored 
features or even version change to the newer version can cause unexpected 
delays that directly affect testing.  
Planning of the test cases is very time consuming and even boring work to do. If 
this phase is done well it will ease the pain of testing. You should start design-
ing the UAT immediately after the ERP project has been launched. It is wise to 
gather the UAT team from the most experienced ERP users and the users who 
know the business processes of your company. The meetings should be con-
ducted on a weekly basis. This is the communication channel inside of a com-
pany with UAT related issues, it is also advisable to invite ERP vendor repre-
sentatives to these meetings for better communication at least when the testing 
of the system starts. In addition, make sure that you have dedicated testing en-
vironment and defect reporting system in place. (Windle 2010, 155.) 
Time for testing should be reserved beforehand and it should be reserved in 
mind with the pressures from the executives. It can dramatically effect this 
scheduling. The fastest way for a UAT to fail is to speed up the test timetable 
with unrealistic schedules. 
You should avoid a situation that the business executives change the UAT time 
schedule in the steering group meetings. The easiest way to speed up the ERP 
implementation project is cutting test time. This is ill advised. After testing has 
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started you should prioritize business process requirements in a way that you 
are able to start testing. Testing is a very time consuming process. In the case 
of business process testing, it is a good method that the tester is testing and 
reporting into defect system is done by another person who executes tests with 
the tester. In addition, the ERP vendor representatives should be with the test-
ers at least until the first business processes have been tested once or twice.  
The ERP vendor consultant should be with the tester when tests are executed. 
It is a very effective way to do the testing if a problem with the system occurs. 
Even though all reporting of the problems should be recorded into the defect 
reporting system, some may not appear on paper. The consultant can give 
training for the system which is under testing at same time. The theory did not 
discuss having the representatives available with us when testing is ongoing. 
This turned out to be a very good approach because testers received training 
and personal help during testing. On the other hand, it is not recommended to 
have representatives available all the time. Some testing runs should be done 
by testers only. 
All the changes in the ERP project should be dealt with in steering group meet-
ings. The change control mechanism has to be in place before the ERP project 
starts. It is good to acknowledge that the ERP vendor might try to speed up your 
ERP project constantly. This is even done at the expense of testing. The train-
ing of your UAT personnel can’t be overlooked. Training is a good way to raise 
confidence in the UAT. 
With these recommendations you should be able to avoid 7 major risks in the 
UAT such as 
 UAT environment setup and deployment process, make sure that you have 
dedicated environment for development, for testing and for production. 
 Make sure that you define your testing objectives in your UAT plan. 
 You need to have systematic method to handle the defects. 
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 Unskilled testers or tester without business knowledge endanger your UAT. 
Therefore it is advisable to select test team members who have experience in 
using ERP system. 
 Improper communication channel. Make sure that you create a separate UAT 
team for communication purposes. 
 Asking somebody else to perform your UAT. Do not outsource your testing. 
When it comes to your own business, you are the professional. 
 The blame game. You should try to build a positive relationship between busi-
ness users and the ERP vendor. (Software testing help 2012.) 
10 simple steps for taking the UAT into your ERP implementation project are: 
1. Ensure that UAT is mentioned in the ERP project contract and the success of 
the UAT is a requirement for accepting the entire project. 
2. Select a UAT manager and the UAT team from the most experienced ERP us-
ers. It is also advisable that there are people with different skills. 
3. Ensure that the communication channels are clear and precise. 
4.  All issues that concern timing, costs, tailored features or version upgrades is 
dealt in the steering group, ignoring this fact will endanger your UAT. 
5. Select the testing approach and strategy. 
6. Identify the risks related to your UAT. 
7. Design the UAT plan and the test cases with the UAT team (remember the 
most important tests relate to the business processes of the company, the abil-
ity to use the new system when the test cases are created is most preferred. 
8. Make sure that you have a test environment and defect reporting system up 
and running. 
9. Preserve enough time and resources for your testing. 
10. Expect the unexpected. You can’t prepare yourself for every situation that hap-
pens in testing. 
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8 DISCUSSION 
8.1 Summary 
The objective of this thesis was to design a testing plan for the ERP implemen-
tation for SATEL. How to design a UAT plan? This was the main research ques-
tion. The constructive research method was used for this thesis. The UAT theo-
ry was researched from literature, social media platforms and by contacting 
UAT professionals. The constructive research method applies to this type of 
research domain area which is trying to create a new construction for the prob-
lem. The plan was made and it has been tested by the finance department.  
The UAT plan was designed based on the theory information found in literature. 
The most challenging tasks were to figure out how to use acceptance criteria 
catalogue, how to write the test cases and business test case scenarios. In ad-
dition, test approach had to be figured out between manual or automatic testing. 
The theory explained these issues but they were sometimes too broad and 
vague. The theory did not give direct answers to my problems. I had to apply 
and combine the information from various sources. Personal conversations be-
tween myself and Mr. James Windle helped a lot to understand the UAT theory. 
The ERP project contract was signed in April 2012 after the fig-gap analysis 
project which took about 6 months to complete before signing the contract. After 
the contract was signed the work with designing UAT the plan for SATEL start-
ed. The UAT plan was written in 3 months in the autumn of 2012. It was de-
signed with the business stakeholders and it was approved by the business 
stakeholders in the UAT weekly team meetings. 
The UAT team was formed in the autumn of 2012. The objective of this team 
was to share information on problems and challenges of the project and to 
maintain and control the subproject called UAT project inside our company. The 
UAT team was formed based on the theory found in (Dustin 2002, 66-70). 
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Testing started on a weekly basis in February 2013. The ERP deployment is 
scheduled in the middle of May 2013 but it remains to be seen if we can 
achieve the goal. 
There are challenges despite the testing that has started. There are some busi-
ness processes that have unfinished configurations and they can’t be tested 
yet. It remains to be seen when these processes are ready to be tested with the 
help of the UAT plan. 
8.2 Limitations and validity  
There are limitations in this thesis such as all the test results beyond the scope 
of this thesis and the UAT plan is specifically designed for SATEL. The UAT 
plan in this thesis can’t be applied to another organization because it is de-
signed for a specific company.  
In addition, creating an overall UAT plan is impossible to do. There are always 
issues that have been forgotten or overlooked. All the business processes have 
not been documented or the current ERP system did these tasks automatically 
in the background. In addition, designing the UAT without the new ERP installa-
tion was a challenge. This caused plenty of problems in the test case creation 
phase. This thesis was done with the traditional testing approach. The applica-
bility of the agile methods was beyond the scope of thesis.  
The validity of this research is effective because the objective was to answer to 
the research question “How to create a UAT plan for SATEL?” The information 
is based on the theory. The constructive research method is based on the theo-
retical connection. It was possible to construct a UAT plan based on theory from 
literature, articles and information gathered by other means such as social me-
dia platforms. However measuring the effectiveness of the UAT plan in opera-
tional level remains uncertain because the UAT plan has actually only been 
used in the finance process by the financial manager.  
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The UAT plan is only applicable for SATEL and the company can benefit from 
the UAT plan results found during the project. Useful information can be found 
for any organization that plans to do UAT in ERP implementation project. 
SATEL can learn from this UAT project which parts of the project went well and 
parts that need improvement. The main result was to design the UAT plan and 
how it can be utilized in an ERP project. The successful ERP implementation 
with the UAT plan is an objective as well. In addition, the secondary results 
such as, communicating with the ERP vendor or insufficient requirement speci-
fications are noted. These are results that the company should utilize in the fu-
ture.  
8.3 Further research 
It would be possible to do further research based on the findings in this re-
search for example how to improve customer-vendor communication in a large 
scale ERP –projects. In addition, further research could be done with the under-
standing that the UAT plan will affect the success rate of the ERP project.  
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From: Ari Lietzen [mailto:Ari.Lietzen@satel.com]  
Sent: 22 January 2012 21:49 
To: james@2accept.co.uk 
Subject: User Acceptance Testing 
Hi James! 
I am studying Master Degree in Business Information Systems (MBA) at Turku University of Applied Sciences, Finland. I 
recently bought your new edition about User Acceptance Testing. I am going to do my thesis about User Acceptance 
Testing of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. I hope this book will come very handy for me. I will conduct constructive/ quali-
tative research and I am going to create UAT Plan for our company. I have few questions about UAT in general for now 
from you. 
I can’t find any other good books about UAT (this is essential because it’s all about references and collecting information 
from plenty of sources). Is this true that there only 1-4 books actually about UAT or do you have other resources to 
give? 
Do you have any references to me about UAT in general or UAT of ERP system? 
There are no other dissertation’s / thesis work exactly about UAT of ERP I have been looking all kind of databases with 
right keywords like UAT, ERP implementation, User Acceptance Test Plan etc… 
ERP Providers offer UAT as outsourced service but my opinion is that you can’t outsource critical phase like user ac-
ceptance testing. If UAT hasn’t been made right and ERP tested systematically the project could ruin your business. I 
am amazed that I haven’t been able to find other references and plan templates e.g from ERP Provider such as Mi-
crosoft. 
This is an important task to complete and I am ready to take the challenge because without planned testing outcome 
would be chaos or in worst case you lose a lot of money and your business. 
 
Best wishes. 
 
Ari Lietzen 
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Lähettäjä: James Windle [mailto:james.windle@virgin.net]  
Lähetetty: 23. tammikuuta 2012 1:08 
Vastaanottaja:Ar Lietzen 
Aihe: RE: User Acceptance Testing 
Hi Ari, 
I have just seen your e-mail and I wanted to give you a quick reply straight away.  I will follow it 
up with a more considered reply in due course.  I am glad you found my book and I hope you 
will find it helpful.  I wrote it exactly because I found that there was very little material on the 
subject.  I also wrote it because I was angry with some of the big systems developers who tell 
their clients that they will develop a system and then perform the UAT on the client’s behalf.  
Someone from an IT background will probably be well equipped to organise a UAT but only the 
client can decide what is important and whether the system meets the business need.  You 
have said this yourself and I entirely agree with you. 
The term ERP is new to me but I see that it stands for Enterprise Resource Planning.  I have 
managed a number of such projects as an independent consultant working for the client rather 
than the developer but I have always found it essential to work closely with business repre-
sentatives.   
Can I suggest that you read section A then come back to me with specific questions?  Section B 
describes the technique in a step-by-step way for a typical system and section C then deals with 
some of the more common special cases. 
Please understand that the approach is relevant to a wide variety of IT systems but I have also 
used the method to evaluate an ocean going sailing yacht.  My approach forms the basis of 
testing anything that is not trivial to evaluate. 
I wish you success with your thesis.  I will write again but I look forward to receiving any other 
questions you might have. 
Kind regards, 
James 
James Windle 
www.lulu.com/uat 
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CA 5 FE3000 Asiakkaiden hallinta Järjestelmässä on pystyttävä ylläpitämään asiakkaita 41 5 Untested
CA 25 FE3000-3003 Asiakasryhmien ylläpito Järjestelmään on pystyttävä luomaan uusi asiakas 41 10 Untested
CA 20 FE3000-3002 Y-tunnuksen tarkistaminen Järjestelmästä on kyettävä tarkistamaan onko samlla Y-tunnuksella jo asiakas järjestelmässä 41 15 Untested
CA 15 FE3000-3001 Uuden asiakkaan luominen mallipohjan perusteella Järjestelmässä oltava mahdollisuus laittaa asiakkaaseen liittyvät perustiedot mallipohjan avulla 41 20 Untested
CA 125 FE3005-3023 Asiakkaille määriteltävät osoitteet Järjestelmässä asiakkaille on voitava määrittää oletusosoitteita (pää, toimitus ja laskutusosoite) 41 25 Untested
CA 30 FE3000-3004 Asiakkaan osoitteet Järjestelmään myyntitilaukselle tarvitaan eri tyyppisiä osoitetietoja. Tehdään napista lisäasetukset ja aseta oletukset 41 30 Untested
CA 45 FE3000-3007 Toimitusehtojen ylläpito Järjestelmässä oltava käytettävät toimitusehdot 41 35 Untested
CA 55 FE3000-3009 Maksuehtojen ylläpito Järjestelmään on pystyttävä luomaan ja ylläpitämään maksuehtoja 41 40 Untested
CA 50 FE3000-3008 Hinta- /alennusryhmien ylläpito Järjestelmään pitää pystyä luomaan hinta/alennusryhmiä 41 45 Untested
CA 85 FE3002-3015 Myyntihintojen käsittely Järjestelmässä pitää pystyä ylläpitämään myyntihintoja 41 50 Untested
CA 65 FE3001-3011 Asiakkaisiin liitettävät lisätekstit Järjestelmässä oleviin asiakkaisiin pitää voida lisätä eri tyyppisiä lisätekstejä 41 55 Untested
CA 70 FE3001-3012 Myyntitilauksiin liitettävät lisäteksit Järjestelmässä pitää pystyä kopioimaan myyntitilaukselle lisätekstejä eri kohtiin ja niitä on voitava ylläpitää. Ne voivat olla myös vapaamuotoisia tai valita vaki 41 60 Untested
CA 110 FE3004-3020 Isä- ja lapsirivit myyntitilauksella Järjestelmällä pitää pystyä muodostamaa isä- ja lapsirivikäsittely myyntitilauksella 41 65 Untested
CA 115 FE3004-3021 Myyntitilausrivin numero Järjestelmässä on rivinumeron oltava muokattavissa 41 70 Untested
CA 105 FE3003-3019 Valmistettavan tuotteen kustannushinnan laskeminen Järjestelmällä on voitava laske kustannushintoja valmistettavalle tuotteelle 41 75 Untested
CA 130 FE3005-3024 Alennusten laskeminen Järjestelmässä on voitava laskea rivikohtaisia alennuksia myyntitilauksella 41 80 Untested
CA 135 FE3005-3025 Tilausvahvistuksen lähettäminen asiakkaalle Järjestelmässä tilausvahvistus pitää pystyä lähettämään sähköpostitse 41 85 Withdrawn
CA 120 FE3004-3022 Uuden myyntitilauksen tunnistaminen vahvistusta varten Järjestelmällä voitava tunnistaa uudet myyntitilaukset, tuotantopäälikkö vahvistaa nämä 41 90 Untested
CA 150 FE3006-3028 Myyntitilauksen vahvistaminen Järjestelmässä pitää pystyä vahvistamaan myyntitilauksia ja määritellyt tiedot pitää olla näkyvillä 41 95 Untested
JA 55 INT9000-9010 Asiakkaalle lähetettävä tilausvahvistus Järjestelmästä saatava tulostettua asiakkaalle lähetettävä tilausvahvistus myynti- ja huoltotilauksille 41 100 Untested
CA 170 FE3007-3032 Lainalaitteiden hallinta Järjestelmässä on voitava hallita lainalaitteita 41 100 Untested
CA 175 FE3007-3034 Sarjanumeron liittäminen laitteelle Järjestelmässä asiakkaille toimitettaviin laitteisiin on pystyttävä liittämään lähetyksen yhteydessä sarjanumero 41 105 Untested
JD 5 INT9500-9500 Tarratulostusjärjestelmä Tarratulostusjärjestelmä on saatava toimintaan uudessa järjestemässä 41 110 Untested
JD 20 INT9500-9503 Web-kauppa Järjestelmän pitää kyetä hallitsemaan webkauppaa liittymän kautta ja webtilaukset pitää pystyä erottamaan normaalista myyntitilauksesta 41 115 Untested
CA 165 FE3007-3031 VMI-varaston hallinta Järjestelmässä toimituksista VMI-varastoon pitää saada tarvittavat dokumentit sekä pitää pystyä seuraamaan varastosaldoja reaaliajassa 41 120 Untested
CA 40 FE3000-3006 Asiakkaan luottorajan tarkistaminen Järjestelmästä oltava mahdollisuus luottorajan tarkistukseen ja sen tulee antaa varoitus jos luottorja on ylitetty 41 125 Untested
JA 70 INT9000-9013 Myyntitarjous Järjestelmästä saatava tulostettua myyntitarjousraportti 41 130 Untested
CA 90 FE3002-3016 Myyntitarjousten tekeminen Järjestelmällä pitää pystyä tekemään myyntitarjouksia olemassaoleville ja potentiaalisille asiakkaille 41 135 Untested
CA 75 FE3001-3013 Myyntitarjousten lisätekstit Järjestelmässä pitää pystyä kopioimaan myyntitarjoukselle lisätekstejä eri kohtiin ja niitä on voitava ylläpitää. Ne voivat olla myös vapaamuotoisia tai valita vak 41 140 Untested
CA 95 FE3002-3017 Projektitarjouksen tekeminen Järjestelmällä pitää pystyä tekemään projektitarjouksia olemassaoleville ja potentiaalisille asiakkaille 41 145 Untested
CA 145 FE3006-3027 Myyntitarjousten linkittäminen Järjestelmässä tarjoukset pitää pystyä linkittämään niin, etteivät ne vääristäisi tilastoja 41 150 Untested
CA 155 FE3006-3029 Toimitusten yhdistäminen yhdelle laskule Järjestelmässä pitää pystyä liittämään tuotteita yhteen toimitukseen useammasta myyntitilauksesta 41 155 Untested
CA 160 FE3006-3030 Osa- ja jälkitoimitusten hallinta Järjestelmällä on voitava tehdä ja laskuttaa osatoimituksia ja jälkitoimituksia 41 160 Untested
CA 140 FE3006-3026 Lisäkustannukset myyntilaskulle Järjestelmässä on pystyttävä lisäämään lisäkustannuksia tilaukselle ennen laskutusta 41 165 Untested
CA 100 FE3003-3018 Myyntilaskujen kirjaaminen Järjestelmällä voitava laskuttaa kokonaisia ja osatoimituksia ja tehdä koontilaskuja 41 170 Untested
CA 35 FE3000-3005 Laskun lähettäminen sähköpostilla Järjestelmästä on oltava mahdollisuus laskun lähettämiseen sähköpostilla 41 175 Untested
CA 60 FE3000-3010 Ennakkomaksujen maksusta pankkitilille "hälytys" Järjestelmän pitää pystyä lähettämään ennakkomaksun suorituksesta pankkitilille "hälytys" 41 180 Untested
CA 80 FE3001-3014 Tyyppihyväksynnän käsittely Järjestelmän pitää antaa varoitus tyyppihyväksynnän puuttumisesta toimitusosoitteen mukaiseen maahan, mutta se ei saa estää myyntitilauksen tekemistä 41 185 Untested
CA 10 FE3000-3000 CRM liittymä CRM 41 Withdrawn
DA 100 FE4007-4016 Ohjaustapa visuaali Järjestelmällä on pystyttävä dokumentoimaan nimikkeisiin liittyviä tapahtumia, jotka eivät aiheuta varsinaisia varastotapahtumia 99 99 Untested
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Strand 4  MYYNTI, MARKKINOINTI JA TOIMITUS 
Thread 41  Myynti 
Ryhmä/Vaatimus  CA/05 
Script number   41/05 
STEP   05 
Script name  FE3000 Asiakkaiden hallinta 
Tarkoitus  Asiakastietojen ylläpito 
Ympäristö  SATEL AX ‐testiympäristö 
Tietovaatimukset  ‐ 
Riippuvuudet  ‐ 
Tapaus  Asiakastietojen ylläpito ‐> testitapaus 1 
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Testitapaus FE3000 asiakkaiden hallinta 
41/05 – FE3000 asiakkaiden hallinta 
STEP 05 
Asiakastietojen ylläpidosta vastaa myyntiosasto. Kun uusi asiakas 
luodaan, asiakasnumero otetaan automaattisesti generoituvasta 
numerosarjasta. Asiakasnumeroa käytetään jatkossa ainoastaan 
yksilöimään asiakasta. Asiakkaiden ryhmittelyyn ja luokitteluun 
käytetään muita kenttiä. Olemassa olevat asiakkaat tuodaan vanhasta 
järjestelmästä vanhoilla asiakasnumeroilla. 
 
 
Odotetut tulokset 
Järjestelmällä voi ylläpitää asiakastietoja. Asiakasnumerointi toimii kuvatunlaisesti 
sekä vanhat asiakkaat löytyvät järjestelmästä vanhoilla asiakasnumeroilla. 
SAAVUTETUT TULOKSET / KOMMENTIT 
 
 Pass         Fail 
Testin tekijä:   Suoritettu:  
Hyväksytty:   Suoritettu:  
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Testitapauksia: 
 
Perustestitapaus 1. 
Kotimainen asiakas tilaa rakenteellista modeemia, välitystuotetta, antenneja ja 
kaapeleita. 
Tilaus: Empower (IM y-tunnus2402138-3) tilaa: 
3 kpl YM0246 SATELLINE-2ASc, taajuus 409,250 MHz/ 12,5 kHz/2400/11 
bit/FI/0,5W 
3 kpl YA0106 Gainflex 400-435,  
3 kpl YC0271 CRS-TSU 2m  
3 kpl YI0017 I-LINK 100 MB. 
Toimitus normaalilla toimitusajalla postilla. 
 
Perustestitapaus 2. 
EU:n sisäinen asiakas tilaa versiollista välitystuotetta sekä CompleTechiltä 
tilattavaa kaapelia ja antenneja. 
Tilaus: Alarmtec tilaa: 
10 kpl YP0321 SATEL-321 versio 232LLA 
1 kpl YP0321 SATEL-321 ilman versiota 
2*25m YC1000 RG213 kaapeli TNCm/TNCm liittimillä (YC1002) 
2 kpl YA0107 CA420Y++ 
Toimitus UPS:llä normaalilla toimitusajalla. 
 
Perustestitapaus 3. 
EU:n ulkopuolinen asiakas tilaa modeemeja ja antenneja. 
Tilaus: Topcon tilaa: 
50 kpl YM1027 SATELLINE-3AS-OEM11 05-050916-27 
50 kpl YM1026 SATELLINE-3AS-OEM11 05-050916-21 (C-versio)(huom hinta) 
50 kpl YA0103 Gainflex 435-470 
Toimitus asiakkaan UPS numerolla AT2999 / UPS Plus, RED 
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Monimutkaisempia prosessien testitapauksia: 
Kaikki testitapaukset viedään läpi niinkuin olisi todellinen tilaus. 
Tarvittavat vahvistukset, tuotannontilaukset, ostot, saapumiset, toimitukset, 
laskutus- ja toimitusdokumentit jne. 
 
1. Poikkeavat nimet, Osat-koodin toimivuus, myyntitilausrivien toimitus suoraan 
asiakkaalle 
- Tilataan suomalaiselle asiakkaalle: 10kpl YM1011 versiolla 435, 10kpl 
Kuumic-kaapelia osat- koodilla, 5 x 50m YC1001, 5 x 5 erää YC1003 sekä 5kpl 
YA0107.  
- Complen tavarat tilataan Complelta ja toimitetaan suoraan asiakkaalle.  
- Tilataan Kalliolta Kuumic kaapelit 
 
2. Myyntipaketit, muutosten periytyminen tuotannontilauksille  
- Tilataan Ruotsiin: 5kpl YS0001, 5kpl YP0321 versiolla 485LLY sekä 5kpl 
YA1870 
- Muutetaan vahvistettua toimitusaikaa 1kk eteenpäin asiakkaan pyynnöstä 
sekä muutetaan YP0321 versio 232LLA 
 
3. Osatoimitus, jälkitoimitus, hyvityslasku, sopimustunnus 
- Tilataan Ranskaan: 101kpl YM1021 
- Toimitetaan 60kpl osatoimituksena ja laskutetaan 
- Toimitetaan 41kpl jälkitoimituksena ja laskutetaan 
- Asiakas ilmoittaa, että laskutettu hinta väärin. Tehdään hyvityslasku. 
 
4. Tuotannontilauksen osien muuttaminen, vakiotekstit, tilaajasta poikkeava 
toimitusosoite 
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- Tilataan Pro4 , toimitus Lenko: 20kpl YM0246.  
- Tehdään tarvittavat muutokset rakenteisiin 
 
5. Varastokonfiguraattori tuotteiden toimivuus, lähetysdokumentit kolmansiin 
maihin, myyntirajoitukset, alkuperätodistukset, eri toimituspäivämäärät 
myyntitilausriveillä 
- Tilataan Kiinaan: 20kpl YF0060 versiota 400-445, 30kpl YM6550 sekä 20kpl 
YC1107 
- YM6550 vahvistetaan toimitettavaksi 48h, muut rivit seuraavalle viikolle 
 
6. Prepayment, proformalasku, myyntitilaus pooli/tila, vapaan saldon tarkistus 
- Tilataan Arrowmidille prepaymenttinä: 30kpl YM1011 versio 405/12,5, 30kpl 
YI0007 sekä 30kpl YA0101. 
- Myyntitilaus syötettäessä sellaiseen pooliin ettei näy vahvistettavien listassa 
- Asiakas maksaa ja myyntitilaus muutetaan vahvistettavien pooliin. 
- Tilausta vahvistettaessa tarkistetaan välitystuotteiden vapaa saldo kyseiselle 
päivälle 
 
7. VMI, manuaalisesti syötetyt isä-lapsirivin toiminnot 
- Tilataan Leican VMI varastoon: 100kpl YM6900, 100kpl YM6803 (YC0355 
lapsiriville) sekä 200kpl YM6700. 
- Leica ilmoittaa ottaneensa 50kpl YM6900, 20kpl YM6803 sekä 100kpl 
YM6700 
- ”koonti”myyntitilaus sekä -lasku 
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‐‐‐‐‐ Alkuperäinen viesti ‐‐‐‐‐ 
Lähettäjä: "Niina Helenius" <Niina.Helenius@satel.com> 
Lähetetty:  8. 3. 2013 16:08 
Vastaanottaja: "Ari Lietzen" <Ari.Lietzen@satel.com> 
Aihe: Testaussuunnitelman arviointi 
 
HYVÄKSYMISTESTAUKSEN SUUNNITELMA MICROSOFT AX DYNAMICS 2012 ERP ARVIOINTI 
  
Hyväksymistestauksen suunnitelma etenee loogisesti prosessista toiseen. Kaikki Satelin eri toiminnot tulevat 
testaussuunnitelmassa hyvin esille, jolloin sitä pystyy hyödyntämään myös toisten osastojen toimintojen 
sisäistämiseen. Kaikki testitapaukset on lueteltu suunnitelman alussa ja kaikki tapaukset on linkitetty varsinaiseen 
tarkempaan testitapauksen kuvaukseen. Tämä on huomattavasti helpottanut ja nopeuttanut testaussuunnitelman 
käyttöä. Mahdolliset virheet raportoidaan BT.nettiin, jolloin ne ovat samanaikaisesti koko projektiryhmän 
nähtävissä. BT.netistä on helppo käydä tarkistamassa missä vaiheessa virheiden korjaamiset ovat menossa.  
  
Taloushallinnon kuten muidenkin osastojen testitapaukset on jaoteltu toiminnoittain pienempiin kokonaisuuksiin, 
kuten ostoreskontraan, myyntireskontraan ja kirjanpitoon. Testisuunnitelmassa on prosessikuvaukset ennen 
kyseisen osa‐alueen testitapauksia. Tämä auttaa hahmottamaan toiminnan kokonaisuutta. Testitapaukset pyrkivät 
etenemään tietyn toiminnon sisällä loogisesti eteenpäin. Testitapausten laittaminen oikeaan järjestykseen on ollut 
haasteellista, koska tiettyä toimintoa voidaan tarvita niin monessa eri paikassa ja on vaikea sanoa mikä olisi sen 
testaamiselle oikea kohta. Aina testaussuunnitelmaa ei ole juuri tämän vuoksi pystynyt kovinkaan järjestelmällisesti 
etenemään. Esimerkiksi testaustapaus FE1000‐1006 kirjauskansiot: tarkoituksena on selvittää voidaanko tositteiden 
kirjaukset hoitaa eri kirjauskansioiden avulla AX:ssa. Ennen kuin pystyy antamaan tähän varman vastauksen, niin on 
pitänyt käydä lähes kaikkien taloushallinnon eri osa‐alueiden toiminnot lävitse. Tällä testitapauksella ei ole 
oikeastaan olemassa edes oikeaa paikkaa tai sitten se pitäisi olla monessa eri paikassa. Myös testitapaus FE1001‐
1007 on hankala käsitellä heti testauksen alussa, vaikka toisaalta sen on välttämätöntä oltava heti testauksen 
alussa. Eli pitää testata osaako järjestelmä laskea oikein kaikki eri ALV‐koodien variaatiot. Kaikkia ALV‐koodia ei 
tarvita kaikissa toiminnoissa. Esim. ALV 100 % tulee useimmiten esille vain ostoreskontran puolella. Sen lisäksi ALV‐
koodit pitää testata siihen asti, että miten ne tulostuvat eri raporteille. Kaikki testitapaukset eivät siis ole aivan 
yksiselitteisiä. 
  
Yksittäisiä testitapauksia on varsinkin taloushallinnon puolella pystynyt tekemään jo varsin varhaisessa vaiheessa. 
Nämä ovat olleet sellaisten tietojen testausta, joita ilman koko järjestelmässä ei pysty tekemään mitään. ”Smoke” 
testi on paljastanut sen, että missä vaiheessa kannattaa aloittaa laajempi testaus. 
  
Kaiken kaikkiaan testaussuunnitelmasta on ollut paljon hyötyä prosessin edetessä. Kaikki varmasti tietävät mitä 
omat työtehtävät sisältävät ja mitä uudesta järjestelmästä pitäisi suurin piirtein testata. Testaussuunnitelma toimii 
kuitenkin koko ajan oman muistin tukena. Kaikki harvemmin tehtävät toiminnot eivät välttämättä muistu mieleen, 
mutta testaussuunnitelma sisältää nekin. Testaussuunnitelma on ehdottomasti oltava olemassa ja sitä on myös 
soveltuvin osin noudatettava. Uuden järjestelmän käyttöönotto liian aikaisessa vaiheessa olisi katastrofaalista 
yrityksen toiminnalle. Mikäli järjestelmä ei toimisi käyttöönoton yhteydessä suunnitellun mukaisesti niin se 
aiheuttaisi aivan hirvittävän määrän ylimääräistä työtä koko organisaatiolle pitkäksi aikaa. Hyvän 
testaussuunnitelman käyttöönotolla pystytään välttämään tällaiset virheet. 
  
  
Niina Helenius 
Financial Manager 
SATEL OY 
Meriniitynkatu 17 
24100 SALO 
Finland 
Tel. +358 2 7777 830 
niina.helenius@satel.com 
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ma 25.2.2013 0:17 
Jussi Välimäki Jussi.Valimaki@nortal.com 
Kommentteja dokumentista 
Moi 
 
Meinasi unohtua nämä. Olen kirjaillut näitä ylös kun olen projektilaisten kanssa 
dokkarista keskustellut. Hyvin saman suuntaisia kommentteja tulee muiltakin 
kuin joita olen sinulle jo aikaisemmin kertonutkin. Laitoin ne nyt tuohon tuollalailla 
listan muotoon. 
 Todella laaja ja tyhjentävä 
 Auttaa ja helpottaa testaajia omaksumaan uuden laajan ERP -järjestelmän 
 Nopeuttaa huomattavasti testausta koska testitapaukset on testaajille mietitty valmiiksi 
 Helpottaa test/**-aamisen edistymisen seurantaa --> "Olen nyt testannut prosessin 
tähän asti, on sinun vuorosi" 
 Ei ole koskaan nähnyt yhtä laajaa valmiiksi "pureskeltua" testausohjetta 
 Auttaa toteuttajaa omaksumaan Satelin käyttämää sanastoa 
 Madaltaa testauksen aloittamisen kynnystä -> ohjeistaa testaajaa uuden erpin käytössä 
 Ohjaa järjestelmälliseen testaamiseen, testaajan ei tarvitse "hyppiä" sinne tänne 
järjestelmässä keksiäkseen testitapauksia 
 Helpottaa toteuttajia ymmärtämään Satelin prosessit 
 Dokumentin tekijä on testitapauksia miettiessään pyrkinyt huomioimaan sen, että 
varmasti kaikki tarvittavat asiat tulevat testatuksi 
 Smoketestien läpikäynti kaivaa esiin "lastentaudit" 
 
T: Jussi 
 
